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1 Introduction

Controlling the properties of metallic materials, such as for example strength and formability, is of key importance for a wide range of industrial applications. The properties of the material can be altered by thermo-mechanical processing typically consisting of various deformation and annealing processes. During deformation point defects and dislocations are introduced in the material resulting in a transformation from an ensemble of defect-free grains (Fig. 1.1a) to a deformation microstructure (Fig. 1.1b). The details of the deformation structure depend on the material and on the deformation parameters. By a subsequent annealing new almost defect-free nuclei appear in the deformed microstructure (Fig. 1.1c). Driven by the stored energy associated with the dislocations in the deformed state the new nuclei grow and invariably replace the deformed microstructure (Fig. 1.1d). The process of nucleation and growth of these new nuclei is referred to as recrystallization. Hence, to fully control the macroscopic properties of the material, a detailed understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of deformation and annealing is required.

![Fig. 1.1. Illustration of the microstructure evolution following deformation and annealing. Courtesy Dorte Juul Jensen.](image)

From the very early metallurgical studies, dating more than 150 years back [1], and up till today, the level of understanding of these mechanisms has depended on the capabilities of the characterization techniques available. Techniques such as optical microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), laboratory x-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction are currently some of the most frequently used tools for the study of thermo-mechanical processes. Common for all the microscopy techniques, as well as laboratory x-ray diffraction, is that they are surface probes. This implies that they are restricted to either \textit{in-situ} studies of the surface, which will be influenced by surface effects such as strain relaxation, pinning, and atypical diffusion, or to experiments based on sectioning of the sample and thereby limited to static investigations. Out of the five techniques mentioned above the only one capable of true bulk measurements is neutron diffraction. The resolution of a neutron diffraction experiments is, however, in the millimetre range whereas typical grain sizes are in the micrometer range. Hence, neutron diffraction is well suited for studies of average bulk behaviour but fails when it comes to the study of individual grains.

To further the understanding of the mechanisms of deformation and annealing processes we need to be able to see what is happening to the individual grains embedded deep inside the sample. And not only do we need to be able to look inside the sample, we also need to be able to do it while the deformation process or annealing process is taking place. A need is therefore identified for a non-destructive technique that provides three-dimensional information of the microstructure in the bulk of the sample. The resolution of the technique should be
comparable with typical grains sizes, hence, in the order of micrometers. Furthermore the technique must enable analysis over an ensemble of 10-1000 grains for significant overall conclusions to be drawn. Likewise, the data acquisition speed must be sufficient to perform in-situ processing studies.

By the development of the novel 3-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction (3DXRD) microscope [2,3], a new characterization tool that fulfils the above requirements has become available. The 3DXRD microscope is the result of a joint collaboration between Risø National Laboratory and the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and is situated at the Materials Science beamline at the ESRF, Grenoble.

During the three years as a Ph.D. student I have had the privilege of participating in the construction, commissioning and employment of the new and promising tool for the materials science society, namely the 3DXRD microscope. Short time after I was started as a Ph.D. student in the summer of 1998 the construction of the microscope was initiated, and in December 1998 the first test experiment was performed using the new 3DXRD microscope. This test experiment involved the annealing of commercial purity aluminium, and allowed for the first time a detailed study of the individual grains during annealing [A3]. The results of this first test experiment will be presented later in the thesis. During the spring of 1999 the 3DXRD microscope was commissioned, and in August 1999 it was made available to external users.

Working with an advanced experimental facility like the 3DXRD microscope is very much a team “sport”. Typically 4-5 days of beamtime are assigned to an experiment and involves 4-6 persons. The fact that currently only 5 Risø people, including myself, have the necessary experience to run the 3DXRD microscope, implies that these 5 persons participates in practically every aspect regarding the microscope. There are, however, two specific areas where I have been the main responsible; the first relates to the automatic processing of the vast amounts of data produced by the 3DXRD microscope and has resulted in the development of the GRAINDEX program [A1,A2], whereas the second involves the development and application of a technique for in-situ studies of recrystallization kinetics [A3,A4]. These two topics constitute the main part of the thesis.

The thesis work has resulted in 11 publications which are reprinted in appendix A and refereed to as paper A1-A11. The main part of the thesis is based on the papers A1-A4.
2 The 3D X-Ray Diffraction Microscope

Until recently, neutron diffraction has been the only true bulk characterization technique available. However, with the construction of third generation high energy synchrotron facilities like the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, this is no longer the case. High energy x-rays (40-100 keV), as opposed to standard laboratory x-rays, interact only weakly with matter. This results in penetration depths of minimum 1 mm in typical metals and up to 4 cm in aluminium (see Fig. 2.1) enabling measurements of true bulk behaviour. The high penetration power combined with the high flux available at third generation synchrotrons (see Fig. 2.2) provide the foundation for detailed three-dimensional structural characterization of bulk material.

![Fig. 2.1. Penetration depths in various metals for high energy x-rays. The penetration depth is defined as the thickness at which there is 10% transmission of the x-rays. Courtesy Henning Friis Poulsen.](image)

The enormous potential of these unique properties was first realized in 1995 by a group of scientists at the Materials Research Department, Risø National Laboratory [2,4], and during a materials science workshop at the ESRF in 1997 it was decided to build a dedicated experimental station at the ESRF materials science beamline ID11 in a joint collaboration between Risø National Laboratory and the ESRF [5]. The instrument, referred to as the 3D X-Ray Diffraction (3DXRD) microscope, is dedicated characterization of local structural properties within thick specimens, especially in \textit{in-situ} studies of deformation and annealing processes in metals and ceramics. The construction of the 3DXRD microscope began in the fall of 1998, and after a commissioning period during the spring of 1999, it was made available to external users in August 1999.

The aim of the present chapter is to give an overall description of the principles of the 3DXRD microscope. As such it includes topics, which are direct results of my thesis work, as well as topics that I have been involve with but which are not directly related to my thesis work. My main focus has been on the so-called \textit{tracking} technique, and especially on the development of a software program termed GRAINDEX used for automatic data processing of the vast amount of data produced by the microscope [A1]. The algorithms behind the GRAINDEX program will be explained, and to show the usefulness of the program a number of examples of use will be given.
2.1 Experimental set-up

Many fundamental quantities of polycrystalline materials, such as grains, second phase particles, cracks etc., have dimensions on the micrometer scale. Hence, the experimental set-up for the 3DXRD microscope should provide a spatial resolution in the micrometer range – in all 3 dimensions. This is by far a trivial task, and has only been possible by the use of advanced x-ray optics combined with high mechanical stability of the diffractometer and the development of novel techniques for defining the third dimension.

2.1.1 The x-ray optics

One of the key features of the 3DXRD microscope is the use of microfocusing high energy x-ray optics. Optics for microfocusing have existed for several years for conventional low energy x-rays and are being used at many synchrotron beamlines and laboratory x-ray sources throughout the world [6]. Unfortunately direct application of these standard optical components to high energy x-rays is not possible. Thus, new optical components had to be designed specifically for use with high energy x-rays [7,8]. Two types of optical components are used for focusing at the 3DXRD microscope: cylindrically bent asymmetrically cut Laue crystals and elliptically bent multilayers [7,9]. Apart from providing the focussing of the beam the optical components also function as monochromators resulting in an energy bandwidth of 0.1-1% and a divergence of less than 0.5 mrad [7,9]. Several combinations of the optical components can be used, i) line focusing using a single Laue crystal, ii) point focusing using a combination of a Laue crystal and a multilayer (see Fig. 2.3), or iii) point focussing using a combination of two multilayers (Kirkpatric-Baez geometry [10]). The achieved focal sizes are currently 1.2 μm and 5 × 5 μm² for the line focusing and point focusing, respectively [9]. Which of the set-ups ii) and iii) that is chosen for point focusing depends on the specific experimental requirements. The Laue/multilayer solution is relatively easy to focus and allows for tuning the energy bandwidth and beam divergence by changing the height of the incoming beam [8]. The multilayer/multilayer solution does however provide a higher flux and should be chosen if flux is of prime importance. The focusing of the multilayer/multilayer set-up is however
Fig. 2.3. Contents of the optics box of the 3DXRD microscope. The incoming white (polychromatic) x-ray beam enters the optics box from the right. It is monochromized and vertically focused by the bent Laue crystal. The remains of the white beam are absorbed by the beam-stop. The monochromatic vertically focused beam continues to the bent multilayer, which provides the horizontal focusing. Courtesy Ulrich Lienert.

Fig. 2.4. Illustration of the principles of the focusing optics. Top. The cylindrically bent Laue crystal focus the beam in the vertical direction and monochromize the white beam. The band width of the monochromized beam depends on the height of the incoming beam [32]. Bottom: the elliptically bent multilayers can both be used for horizontal and vertical focusing of the beam. The thickness of the multilayer is varied continuously from one end to the other to compensate for the difference in the angle of incidence. p and q refers to the source distance and focal distance, respectively. Courtesy Ulrich Lienert.
somewhat more complicated and does not allow for changing of the energy bandwidth and beam divergence. The obtained focal spot sizes are mainly limited by shape errors of the optical elements and further progress is expected. The optical elements are designed for use with a specific x-ray energy and at present two sets are available at the 3DXRD microscope, one set for 50 keV and one set for 80 keV. An illustration of the optical elements are shown in Fig. 2.4. The use of high energy microfocusing optics is essential for the 3DXRD microscope as they provide several orders of magnitude more flux compared with the use of perfect flat monochromators and narrow apertures [7]. By using focusing optics the flux in the focal point is typically $10^{11}-10^{12}$ photons/sec.

### 2.1.2 The diffractometer

The 3DXRD microscope is a heavy-duty horizontal two-axis diffractometer and is designed to hold 200 kg with an absolute accuracy of a few microns. It consists basically of two parts; a sample tower and a $2\theta$-arm carrying the detector(s) (see Fig. 2.5). The sample tower and the $2\theta$-arm are mounted on two separate granite blocks and connected by a weak link in order to reduce the effect of mechanical vibrations. The $2\theta$-arm was made long (2.5m) to allow for a high angular resolution in $2\theta$. Thanks to the low scattering angles at high energies, experiments can in general be performed without the need for Eulerian cradles or equivalents and the associated sphere-of-confusion problems. Instead an x-y-z-$\omega$ sample stage is used, with an air-borne $\omega$ rotation stage for maxim-

![Fig. 2.5. A photo of the 3DXRD microscope installed at the materials science beamline at the ESRF. The white box in the back of the picture, marked (a) is the optics box, cf. Fig. 2.3. The sample tower is indicated by (b) and a two-dimensional detector is positioned on the $2\theta$-arm (c). The yellow and red line indicates the direct beam and a diffracted beam, respectively.Courtesy Søren Fæster Nielsen.](image)
mum accuracy. Several 2D detectors are available including tapered charge coupled devices (CCDs), CCDs coupled to image intensifiers, on-line image plate scanners and a high resolution CCD. The high resolution CCD is designed to be semi-transparent and as such it can be used simultaneously in combination with, for example, a large field of view CCD. Sample auxiliaries include 2 furnaces and a 25 kN Instron tensile machine for in-situ measurements. All movements are motorized, and all motors, detectors, and auxiliaries are controlled via SPEC, the ESRF controlling software [11]. A complete library of SPEC macros has been developed especially for the 3DXRD microscope and provides fully automatic data acquisition as well as alignment procedures.

2.1.3 The third dimension

As shown above the use of high energy focusing optics provides micrometer size resolution in two dimensions. However, in order to be able to perform three-dimensional structural characterization the third dimension also has to be defined. Four different methods have been developed for such depth-resolved studies: x-ray tracing with line-[A1,A2] or point focus, conical slits [12] and focusing analyzer optics [13]. In all cases the diffracted beam is transmitted through the sample and the illuminated area is determined by focusing. A summary of advantages and limitations of the four different techniques are given in table 2.1 at the end of the section.

2.1.3.1 Tracking principle

The first method for defining the third dimension, termed tracking, was inspired by the methods used in high-energy particle physics. The principle is an extension of the classical rotation method: a monochromatic beam of high energy x-rays, focused in one dimension, impinges on the sample and the directions of the diffracted beams are traced by translation of 2D detectors. The tracking method is designed for fast and non-destructive characterization of the-

Fig. 2.6. Sketch of the tracking principle. Spots arising from the same reflection at different sample-detector distances are identified. Linear fits through these are extrapolated to give the position of the grain within the illuminated layer in the sample. The angles $(2\theta, \eta, \omega)$ are defined as well as the laboratory coordinate system $(\hat{x}_1, \hat{y}_1, \hat{z}_1)$. From [A1].
individual grains inside crystalline bulk materials (powders or polycrystals). It allows for the position, volume and orientation of hundreds of grains to be determined simultaneously. The details of the tracking principle are described in Lauridsen et al. [A1] but for the continuity of the chapter parts of the paper are included in the following. “The experimental geometry is sketched in Fig. 2.6. The sample is mounted on an \( \omega \) rotation stage. A beam of monochromatic high energy x-rays is focused in one direction in order to define a layer in the sample, which is perpendicular to the \( \omega \) rotation axis. Some of the grains intersected by this layer will give rise to diffracted beams, which are transmitted through the sample to be observed as spots by a flat two-dimensional detector. The detector is aligned perpendicular to the incident beam. In addition, an optional slit is placed before the sample.

The tracking algorithm works as follows: images are acquired at a number of rotation axis-to-detector distances, \( L_1 \) to \( L_N \) (Typically \( N = 3 \)). Equivalent spots, generated by the same reflection, are identified and a best fit is determined to a line through the center-of-mass (CMS) positions of these spots. This determines the scattered wavevector which is specified in terms of the scattering angle, \( 2\theta \), and the azimuthal angle, \( \eta \). Extrapolating the fitted line to its intersection with the incident beam determines the CMS position of the illuminated section of the grain of origin, specified by (\( x_l \), \( y_l \)). For definitions of zero points and positive directions, see Fig. 2.6.

To obtain information from all grains in one layer, the x-ray tracing is repeated at a number of \( \omega \) settings in steps of \( \Delta \omega \). During each exposure the sample is oscillated by \( \pm \Delta \omega /2 \). Typically, an \( \omega \)-range of 25° – 40° provides a sufficient number of Bragg peaks from each grain. If the \( \omega \) range is expanded to 180°, all reflections are illuminated with the exception of those lying in two small “blind” spots on the unit sphere (centered on the \( \omega \)-axis) with a total spherical area of \( 4\pi(1 – \cos(\theta)) \), where \( \theta \) is the Bragg angle. For high energy x-rays with wavelength, \( \lambda \), much less than the lattice constant, this area is negligible for low order reflections. This observation justifies the use of a sample stage with only one rotation.

Finally, for a complete mapping, the procedure is repeated for a set of layers by translating the sample in \( z \). In this way a 6-dimensional space, consisting of the (\( x \), \( y \), \( z \), \( \omega \), \( 2\theta \), \( \eta \)) coordinates for the various reflections is probed with essentially a two-dimensional scan over \( \omega \) and \( z \).

As a variation of the tracking method one could consider the monochromatic beam being restricted in two directions – either by focusing or by slits. This is an option if the overlap between spots arising from the grains in the full layer is too severe. For each \( \omega \)-setting the beam then defines a stripe through the sample. Upon rotation only grains close to the rotation axis will remain fully illuminated. The majority of the spots therefore need to be discarded from the analysis, and a full mapping requires additional scanning with translations \( x \) and \( y \) on top of the rotation table.” from [A1].

Examples of use of the tracking technique will be given later in this chapter.

2.1.3.2 Conical slit

The tracking technique provides a fast way of obtaining three-dimensional information. It is, however, restricted to crystalline materials and does not apply to deformed materials. The solution for depth-resolved studies of deformed materials is the use of conical slits.
The conical slit set-up is an extension of traditional cross-beam techniques. Traditional cross-beam techniques are based on insertion of pinholes in both the incoming and diffracted beams, and thereby defining a local volume. The use of pinholes does, however, only allow measurements of a narrow range of orientations given by the solid angle defined by the pinhole, leading to very slow data-acquisitions rates. To circumvent this problem a new technique using conical slits has been implemented at the 3DXRD microscope [12]. The idea is to use a slit with conical openings along the diffracted Debye-Scherrer cones (see Fig. 2.7). The slit openings are aligned such that they all point to the same point in the sample. The gauge volume is then defined by the intersection of the narrow incoming beam and the extension of the conical slit openings (see bottom part of Fig. 2.7). By this method complete information on texture and strain field can be obtained simultaneously from a local gauge volume inside the sample, simply by rotating around the $\omega$-axis.

2.1.3.3 Focusing analyzer

The third method for obtaining depth resolved information involve the use of focusing optics on both the incident beam and the exit (diffracted) beam. An illustration of the principle is shown in Fig. The method has not yet been implemented at the 3DXRD microscope, but preliminary tests experiments have shown very promising results [13].
Fig. 2.8. Illustration of the focusing analyser principle. A focusing multilayer is positioned behind the sample and focus the diffracted beams onto the detector.

Table 2.1. Characteristics for identification of individual nuclei/grains of the four techniques for 3D beam definitions. Depending on the type of beam definition, data from for example several x,y position inside the sample may be achieved simultaneously. This is marked by * in the table. The parameters x,y,h and r refer to sample position along incident beam, sample position perpendicular to incident beam, azimuthal angle along Debye-Scherrer cone as recorded on the detector and (hkl) reflex, respectively. (reproduced from [A5], with the focal sizes updated to reflect current status).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution (mm)</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>Simultaneous Data Acquisition</th>
<th>Recording time for one sample layer</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-ray tracing</td>
<td>x · 1.2 · \frac{5}{\sin(2\theta)}</td>
<td>Detector resolution, mosaic spread</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Fast, requires substantial software analysis, only relevant for undeformed or weakly deformed materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(line focus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>As above, but can be used for more heavily deformed materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray tracing</td>
<td>5 · \frac{5}{\sin(2\theta)}</td>
<td>Detector resolution, mosaic spread</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>Easy data analysis, but relatively poor spatial resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(point focus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good spatial resolution, but slow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conical slit</td>
<td>5 · \frac{25}{\tan(2\theta)}</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>12 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing optics</td>
<td>5 · 5 · 10</td>
<td>Aberrations in optics (*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 The GRAINDEX program

One of the main advantages of the 3DXRD microscope is that the data acquisition is so fast that it allows for in-situ studies. This does, however, also result in a vast amount of data, typically several giga bytes (Gb) per hour. Hence, development of software for automatic data processing is vital for a successful and efficient operation of the 3DXRD microscope.

A software program, termed GRAINDEX [A1], has been developed for the processing of data taken using the tracking technique describe above. The program is written as an add-on to the commercial image analysis software Image Pro Plus [15]. The data acquisition at the 3DXRD microscope is controlled via Image Pro Plus, and by writing GRAINDEX as an add-on it has immediate access to the acquired images as well as all image processing tools available in Image Pro Plus. To allow for a high degree of flexibility the GRAINDEX program is written using a modular structure as illustrated by the outline of the program shown in Fig 2.9. As with the tracking technique, the details of the algorithms used in the GRAINDEX software are described in Lauridsen et al. 2001 [A1], but is included in this chapter to give a coherent description of the capabilities of the 3DXRD microscope. The overall algorithm of the GRAINDEX program is the following: “Initially, all grains are associated with the same a priori known space group and lattice parameters, representing, for example, a stoichiometric and strain-free reference material. The ray tracing provides a list of reflections characterized by their center-of-mass origin and integrated intensity. The reflections are sorted with respect to their grain of origin by the central indexing algorithm. Next, the positions, volumes and crystallographic orientations of the grains can be fitted.

Once the grains are indexed, single crystal refinements may be applied. Alternatively, the relevant part of the data may be reinvestigated for a stress analysis. Depending on grain size, it may also be possible to produce a 3D map of grain boundaries” from [A1]. In the following the different parts of the GRAINDEX program will be explained in further detail. The potential of the program is illustrated by a number of examples in the end of the section.

![Fig. 2.9. A flow chart for the tracking method using the GRAINDEX algorithm. GRAINDEX generates a list of grains with associated positions and orientations as well as sets of indexed reflections with associated integrated intensities. The output may be used for crystallographic refinements of the grains or - with a reanalysis of the raw data](image)
- for determining the average strain tensors. Furthermore, for coarse-grained materials the grain boundaries can be mapped in three dimensions [A1].

2.2.1 Coordinate transformations

Before focusing on the individual modules of the GRAINDEX program it is useful to define the coordinate systems in use and the transformations relating them. "The algebra for associating scattering observations with reciprocal space is well described for single crystals by Busing & Levy [16]. The polycrystal case differs by the need for one extra coordinate system since the sample and grains are different objects. For reference purposes we go through the equations, following the single crystal formalism of Busing and Levy [16] as close as possible (our sign convention for $\omega$, however, is opposite to theirs). Four Cartesian coordinate systems are introduced: the laboratory system, the $\omega$-axis system, the sample system, and the Cartesian grain system.

We describe the coordinate transformations for an arbitrary scattering vector, $G$. The laboratory system $(\hat{x}_l, \hat{y}_l, \hat{z}_l)$ is defined in Fig 2.6. It has $\hat{x}_l$ pointing along the incoming beam, $\hat{y}_l$ transverse to it in the horizontal plane and $\hat{z}_l$ positive upwards, parallel to the $\omega$ rotation axis. In this system, vectors are given the subscript $l$: $G_l = (z_l, y_l, x_l)$. The $\omega$-system $(\hat{x}_\omega, \hat{y}_\omega, \hat{z}_\omega)$ is rigidly attached to the $\omega$ turntable of the 3DXRD microscope. For $\omega = 0$, the $\omega$ and laboratory systems are the same. Hence, the scattering vector transforms as $G_l = \Omega G_\omega$ with

$$\Omega = \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\omega) & -\sin(\omega) & 0 \\ \sin(\omega) & \cos(\omega) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$ Eq. 2-1

The sample system $(\hat{x}_s, \hat{y}_s, \hat{z}_s)$ is fixed with respect to the sample, e.g. defined by deformation axes (RD, TD, ND). The orientation of the sample on the $\omega$ turntable is given by the $S$ matrix: $G_\omega = S G_s$. $S$ must be provided by the user, and is typically used to swap axes, to simplify the data analysis.

The crystallographic orientation of a grain with respect to the sample is given by the $U$ matrix: $G_s = U G_c$, where index $c$ refers to the Cartesian grain system $(\hat{x}_c, \hat{y}_c, \hat{z}_c)$. This is fixed with respect to the reciprocal lattice ($a^\ast$, $b^\ast$, $c^\ast$) in the grain. We use the convention that $\hat{x}_c$ is parallel to $a^\ast$, $\hat{y}_c$ is in the plane of $a^\ast$ and $b^\ast$, and $\hat{z}_c$ is perpendicular to that plane. Let $G$ be represented in the reciprocal lattice system by the Miller indices $G_{hkl} = (h, k, l)$. The correspondence between the Cartesian grain system and reciprocal space is then given by the $B$ matrix: $G_c = B G_{hkl}$, with

$$B = \begin{pmatrix} a^\ast & b^\ast \cos(\gamma^\ast) & c^\ast \cos(\beta^\ast) \\ 0 & b^\ast \sin(\gamma^\ast) & -c^\ast \sin(\beta^\ast) \cos(\alpha) \\ 0 & 0 & c^\ast \sin(\beta^\ast) \sin(\alpha) \end{pmatrix}$$ Eq. 2-2

and

$$\cos(\alpha) = \frac{\cos(\beta^\ast) \cos(\gamma^\ast) - \cos(\alpha^\ast)}{\sin(\alpha^\ast) \sin(\beta^\ast)}$$ Eq. 2-3
Here \((a, b, c, \alpha, \beta, \gamma)\) and \((a^*, b^*, c^*, \alpha^*, \beta^*, \gamma^*)\) symbolize the lattice parameters in direct and reciprocal space, respectively.

The orientation matrix \(U\) can be parameterized in numerous ways, well known from texture analysis. As default we use the \((\phi, \phi_1, \phi_2)\) Euler angle notation [17]:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
U_{11} & U_{12} & U_{13} \\
U_{21} & U_{22} & U_{23} \\
U_{31} & U_{32} & U_{33}
\end{bmatrix} = \\
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2) - \sin(\phi_1) \sin(\phi_2) \cos(\phi) & -\cos(\phi_1) \sin(\phi_2) - \sin(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2) \cos(\phi) & \sin(\phi_1) \sin(\phi) \\
\sin(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2) + \cos(\phi_1) \sin(\phi_2) \cos(\phi) & -\sin(\phi_1) \sin(\phi_2) + \cos(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2) \cos(\phi) & -\cos(\phi_1) \sin(\phi) \\
\sin(\phi_2) & \cos(\phi_2) \sin(\phi) & \cos(\phi)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Eq. 2-4

Equations and diagrams with reference to pole figures and the high energy x-ray set-up can be found in Mishin et al. [A8].

Next, we deduce the basic diffractometer equations. In order for a given scattering vector \(G\) to give rise to a diffraction spot it must fulfill Bragg’s law,

\[ |G| = \frac{4\pi \sin(\theta)}{\lambda}. \quad \text{Eq. 2-5} \]

From the geometry in Fig 2.6 we have

\[ G_1 = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \begin{pmatrix} \cos(2\theta) - 1 \\ -\sin(2\theta) \sin(\eta) \\ \sin(2\theta) \cos(\eta) \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{Eq. 2-6} \]

The coordinate transforms introduced above lead to

\[ \mathbf{G}_1 = \Omega \mathbf{SUBG}_{hkl} \quad \text{Eq. 2-7} \]

“from [A1]. This is the basic diffractometer equation relating a scattering vector \(G_1\) in the laboratory coordinate system to a scattering vector \(G_{hkl}\) in the crystal laboratory system.

Having established the coordinate transformations used with the 3DXRD microscope, we will now focus on the individual parts of the GRAINDEX program (cf. Fig. 2.9).

### 2.2.2 Image analysis

The first step in the data analysis is to locate the diffraction spots on the images. “Initially all images are scanned for bright objects that satisfy certain criteria on area, connectivity and maximum intensity. These criteria depend on experimental conditions, and generally have to be found by trial-and-error. Additional criteria may apply, such as the location of an object in the image. Objects meeting the criteria are defined as spots. Spots are associated with a CMS pixel position, an \(\omega\) position – the middle of the \(\Delta\omega\) interval – and an integrated intensity.

Depending on mosaic spread, the same reflections may give rise to spots appearing at several consecutive \(\omega\) settings. GRAINDEX identifies such groups as
single spots, adds integrated intensities and assigns pixel positions and $\omega$ positions based on weighted averages.” from [A1].

2.2.3 Ray tracing

“Next, valid spots in images acquired at different detector distances are grouped into a reflection, and a linear fit (orthogonal regression) is performed. Three criteria are applied to discriminate against erroneous groupings, typically caused by spot overlap. First, tolerances are set on the $\chi^2$ of the fit and the variation in integrated intensity within corresponding spots. Second, the fitted 2$\theta$ value is compared to calculated ones. If the observed value matches, within a tolerance, one of the calculated values, the reflection is put in a list with others of that \{hkl\}-family; otherwise it is disregarded. If the observed 2$\theta$ could be associated with more than one \{hkl\}, list entries corresponding to each \{hkl\}-family are created. The erroneous reflections are sorted out later. Third, the fitted CMS origin obtained by extrapolation of the fitted line to the incident beam plane should be positioned within the illuminated region of the sample.

The integrated intensity of the reflection is taken to be that of the outermost L setting. For comparison between reflections it is multiplied by polarization and Lorentz factors. With our conventions the Lorentz factor is

$$\text{Lor}(2\theta, \eta) = \frac{1}{\sin(2\theta)|\sin(\eta)|}$$

Note that spots appearing near $\eta = 0^\circ$ and $\eta = 180^\circ$ have to be discarded as the Lorentz factor is diverging at this point and parts of the mosaic spread may be situated in the inaccessible areas on the unit sphere near the rotation axis. Also such spots will tend to appear at several consecutive $\omega$-settings, adding to noise in the summed intensity. In practice this restriction is handled by defining certain $\eta$-ranges to be void.” from [A1].

2.2.4 Indexing

The list of reflections found by the ray tracing is then sent to the indexing module. “The indexing is, however, not a straightforward process due partly to the overlap between spots, partly to the magnitude of them. Three criteria may be applied to sort reflections according to grain: the position ($x_\omega$, $y_\omega$), the crystallography, and the integral intensities (area of grain section). Among these, the latter is considered the least robust. One reason is the issue of the “grains at the boundary”. In many cases, samples will have a plate- or rod-like geometry with dimensions too large for the incident beam to illuminate an entire section. Hence, there will be a number of grains which will be partly illuminated and which will tend to rotate in and out of the illuminated area. The spots arising from these pieces of grains will still be assigned correct orientations and x-ray tracing will place the CM of the pieces within the area of the full grains. In contrast, the intensities will be reduced. In the limit of the grain dimensions being much larger than the accuracy with which the x-ray tracing defines the CM positions, it is possible to rely primarily on the position criterion.

In the limit of the grains being much smaller than the error on the CM position, indexing must rely on the crystallographic criteria. Let us therefore consider the case of equal sized grains, all placed at the origin. At first, it seems relevant to compute the angles between all pairs of observed reflections and compare these to a list of allowed angles, dictated by the space-group symmetry. Grains are then defined by groups of reflections, where all pairs mutually fulfill the angle criterion.” from [A1]. This approach was implemented in the
early versions of the GRAINDEX program, and gave satisfactory results for coarse-grained materials with 20-50 grains in the illuminated layer. (see section 2.2.6.1 for an example). However as \( n \) reflections give rise to \( 2^n \) possible groups, the speed of analysis becomes prohibitive for large \( n \).

To circumvent this a new approach for handling large numbers of reflections has been developed. The idea is to probe the space group symmetry directly, leading to an algorithm for which the speed is almost independent of \( n^* \). “By rearranging Eq. 2-7 as

\[
G_s = UB G_{hkl} \tag{2-8}
\]

the measurements of \( G_s \) and crystallographic properties \( (B, G_{hkl}) \) are separated. Note that the number, \( n \), of measured reflections \( (G_s)_i \) increases with the number of grains whereas the number \( M_0 \) of theoretical reflections \( (BG_{hkl})_j \) is constant.

The underlying principle of the algorithm is to scan through all orientations and for each orientation \( U \) count the number, \( M_{exp} \), of \( (hkl) \)'s for which there is at least one observation \( G_s \) that matches \( UBG_{hkl} \). Grains are defined by completeness and uniqueness criteria. The former requires \( M_{exp} \geq (1-\alpha) M_0 \), where the tolerance \( \alpha \) is rather small. The latter requires the set of matching \( (hkl) \)'s not to be a sub-set of the set of matching \( (hkl) \)'s for another \( U \) setting. Naturally, scanning through all orientations in a strict mathematical sense is not possible. However, by incrementing the three Euler angles defining \( U \) by finite steps and allowing a corresponding mismatch between the left and right-hand sides of Eq.2-8., the number of orientations to test becomes finite.

To sample Euler space homogeneously we use the metric [18]

\[
dU(\phi, \psi_1, \psi_2) = \frac{1}{8\pi^2} \sin(\phi) d\phi d\psi_1 d\psi_2 \tag{2-9}
\]

Furthermore the crystal symmetry of each grain implies that only a subset of the full \([0,\pi] \times [0,2\pi] \times [0,2\pi]\) Euler space needs to be sampled. As an example, 1/24 of the volume is sufficient for cubic symmetry and this yields a corresponding increase in speed of the algorithm. For a discussion of the symmetries in Euler space see e.g. Randle and Engler, 2000 [19].

To allow an effective search for the \( (G_s)_i \)'s, initially these are placed in look-up tables, one for each \{hkl\} family. In these the unit vectors \( G_s / |G_s| \) are represented by spherical coordinates \( (\psi_1, \psi_2) \). For a given \( UBG_{hkl} \) an area around the theoretical \( (\psi_1, \psi_2)^0 \) is searched and the matching observations found (if any). The size of the search area reflects the measuring errors and the step size in the scan over Euler space.

For a given step in Euler space the calculated \( G_{hkl} \)'s are grouped according to:

A. Reflections that have no matching observations
B. Reflections that have one matching observation
C. Reflections that have two or more matching observations.

Provided the number of A type reflections is small enough to fulfil the completeness criteria, a linear least squares fit is made to the orientation of the grain based on the \( G_s \) vectors associated with group B. To linearize Eq. 2-8 in \( \phi \), \( \varphi_1 \), and \( \varphi_2 \) we expand to first order around the nominal step position in Euler space.

---

* The development and implementation of this new indexing approach was done by my college Søren Schmidt.
Hence, for a given step \( \{\phi_0, \varphi_1^0, \varphi_2^0\} \) and corresponding \( U^0 = U(\phi_0, \varphi_1^0, \varphi_2^0) \) we have

\[
U_{mn} = U_{mn}^0 + \frac{\partial U}{\partial \phi} (U^0)_{mn} \Delta \phi + \frac{\partial U}{\partial \varphi_1} (U^0)_{mn} \Delta \varphi_1 + \frac{\partial U}{\partial \varphi_2} (U^0)_{mn} \Delta \varphi_2
\]

Eq. 2-10

For step sizes of a few degrees in \( \phi, \varphi_1, \) and \( \varphi_2 \) this is an excellent approximation. The fit is weighted with respect to the estimated experimental errors in \( \omega \) and \( \eta \)

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i,j} \left( \frac{(G_i)_j - (U(\Delta \phi, \Delta \varphi_1, \Delta \varphi_2)B(G_{hkl}))_{ij}}{\sigma_{ij}^2}} \right)^2
\]

Eq. 2-11

Here index \( i \) runs over the spatial coordinates: \( i=1,2,3 \) while \( j \) enumerates the members of group B. \( \sigma_{ij}^2 \) is the error on \( G_s \) vector number \( j \) in the point \( U^0 \), calculated by error-propagation using Eqs. 2-1 and 2-6.

This approach - trusting the group B reflections - has one pitfall. Assume a reflection from the grain to be found is lacking, e.g. due to overlap, but one stray reflection is positioned within the same search area in \( (\psi_1, \psi_2) \). Then the stray reflection will be assigned as a group B reflection. This reflection is likely to move the least-squares fit minimum substantially as it contributes with a large weight. To discard such "outliers" the fit is performed in iterative steps using a re-weighting scheme. Alternative methods for producing a more robust fit with less or no weight on outliers can be found in the book by Press and co-workers [20].

The final result of the fit to the group B reflections is used to choose among observations in group C. For a given \( (hkl) \), the \( G_s \) observation that is closest and within \( \Delta \omega \) and \( n \cdot \Delta \eta \) of the expected position is chosen (if any).

Returning to the general case of grains of various sizes, which on average are comparable to the error in the CM positions, GRAINDEX uses a modification of the Euler scan procedure just outlined. Once an orientation is found fulfilling the completeness criterion, the associated B and C type reflections are sorted by CM position and/or integrated intensity as well.

Having indexed the grains, optimized positions and volumes can be found from the set of associated reflections. GRAINDEX determines the position as a weighted average of the \((x_\omega, y_\omega)\) coordinates. The volume is defined by conventional single-crystal refinement. The necessary intensity normalization can be obtained e.g. by summing all the reflections from all the grains in the layer of interest – that is by acquiring data through a complete \( \omega \) sweep from \(-90^\circ\) to \(90^\circ\). “ from [A1].

\[ \text{2.2.5 Grain boundary mapping} \]

One extension available for the GRAINDEX program is the mapping of grain boundaries for coarse-grained materials with limited mosaic spread. This is the topic of paper [A2] by Poulsen et al. and parts of this section is quotations from that paper. “For a “perfect” grain with no orientation spread and an ideal instrument there will be a one-to-one correspondence between the shape of the illuminated cross-section of a grain and the shape of any associated diffraction spot. Hence, the position of the grain boundary can be determined by back-projecting the periphery of the diffraction spot along the line established by the x-ray tracing. Introducing a local co-ordinate system \((y_{det}, z_{det})\) around the CMS
of the spot and analogously a system \((\Delta x, \Delta y)\) around the CMS of the grain section the projection becomes

\[
y_{\text{det}} = \Delta y \text{ and } z_{\text{det}} = \Delta x \tan(2\theta)\cos(\eta).
\]

Eq. 2-12

For high energy x-rays with small Bragg angles, the projection is seen to be very anisotropic. Typically a square grain section is projected into a rectangular diffraction spot with an aspect ratio of 10:1. Furthermore for \(\eta = 90^\circ\) and \(\eta = 270^\circ\) the projection collapses into a line. Hence, diffraction spots appearing within a certain \(\eta\) range around these numbers cannot be part of the analysis.

In metallurgy and ceramics research grains are seldom truly perfect. Moreover, instrumental resolution is an issue. Hence, the intensity distribution of a spot on the detector, \(I_{\text{det}}(y_{\text{det}}, z_{\text{det}})\), can be seen as the idealised response of a “perfect” grain, \(I_0\), convoluted with the instrumental resolution function, \(\text{Res}\), and the orientation spread of the reflection, \(Q\). \(\text{Res}\) can be determined with a high degree of accuracy – its main components are the detector response function and the smearing caused by the oscillation in \(\omega\) during acquisition. In contrast \(Q\) varies from reflection to reflection and is a priori unknown. (However, provided the detector is sufficiently close to the sample, there is no noticeable spread in \(2\theta\).)

The existence of an orientation spread within each grain also implies that some of the reflections will be associated with several diffraction spots appearing in images acquired at neighbouring \(\omega\) settings. As the \(\omega\) axis is a fixpoint for the rotation, this effect is pronounced for reflections appearing near the axis - that is for spots with \(\eta = 0^\circ\) and \(\eta = 180^\circ\).

To handle these complications it seems relevant to use space-filling algorithms based on either intensity conservation constraints or fits to the local orientation function (Monte Carlo simulations) and work along these routes are in progress. “ from [A2]. The present work has, however, been concentrated on two simpler and more direct methods for mapping the grain boundaries. The first method is based on determining the outlines of the diffraction spots and back projecting the outlines into the sample plane. The second method is conceptually similar to the first method, but in this case the intensities of the diffraction spots is back projected into the sample plane before the outlines are produced.

2.2.5.1 Back projection of outlines

The back projection of outlines can be seen as a fast procedure for obtaining a coarse map of the grain boundaries. This coarse map may be refined later in the analysis by more advanced algorithms. Two ways of determining the outlines of the diffraction spots have been tested. “In the first, the outline of a given spot was determined by an intensity threshold, fixed at a certain percentage of the maximum pixel intensity within the spot. In the second, the outline was defined by the points of steepest descent. The image processing program Image Pro used by GRAINDEX provides routines to find the outline of any object by either method. It was found that the steepest descent method was is the more robust.

For a given reflection, the back projected outline can be associated with two types of errors. The first is related to the uncertainty in the CMS projection. The second reflects the anisotropy in the projection, cf. Eq. 2-12. Based on these errors, the resulting grain boundary can be determined from a fit to the back projected outlines of all the reflections associated with the grain. Alternatively, the grain boundary is determined as the back projected outline of the reflection.
which have superior projection properties. That is, the one associated with a minimum orientation spread and with the most favourable angular setting - the largest projection factor \( \tan(2\theta)\cos(\eta) \), cf. Eq. 2-12.

The problem of a reflection breaking up into several spots is solved by merging the back projected outlines of the individual parts as shown in Fig. 2.11, from [A2]. This procedure works reasonable well when the mosaic spread has the form of a slowly varying gradient inside the grain. However, the procedure of combining outlines from the same reflection will most likely fail if the mosaic spread fluctuates throughout the grain.

![Fig. 2.11. Example of projection of outlines in the case of grain break-up. For this particular reflection the diffracted intensity is distributed over 3 images, acquired at \( \omega = -2^\circ, 0^\circ, \) and \( 2^\circ \). Left: identical sections of the images acquired at the 3 \( \omega \)-settings. Right: the back-projection of the outlines of the four spots into the sample plane (white lines). These are superposed on an EBSD image of the same section of the sample surface (colours and black lines). The white scale bar at the bottom is 100 \( \mu m \) [A2].](image)

### 2.2.5.2 Back projection of intensities

This second method was developed especially for combining intensities of the same reflection from images taken at different \( \omega \) settings. Doing this has the advantage of improving the \( \omega \) resolution. Due to the different \( \omega \) settings one cannot just add the images, determine an overall outline and project that onto the sample plane. Instead the intensities of the individual images have to be projected back onto the sample plane before they can be added. The basic algorithm of the method consists of the following steps:

1. The intensity pattern of an observed spot is mapped onto the sample plane. Associated with this intensity is a center of mass position of this intensity and a scattering vector obtained by GRAINDEX.

2. If, at the next \( \omega \) setting, a spot is seen which, within the tolerances, has the same center of mass position and scattering vector, then the new intensity is added to that previous observed.
3. When no new spots, matching the previous ones, are observed, the reflection is considered complete. The back projected intensity pattern is written to an image file and the grain outline is determined.

**Fig. 2.12.** Example of projection of intensities. For comparison the same reflection as in Fig. X is used. Left: the projected intensities of the individual spots are projected onto the sample plane and added. Also shown is the corresponding outline (red line). Right: the outline is superimposed on the EBSD image of the same section of the sample surface (colours and black lines).

An example of the back projected intensities is shown in Fig. 2.12. For comparison the same reflection shown in Fig. 2.11 have been used. The left part of Fig. 2.12 shows the added intensities in the sample plane and the corresponding outline. In the right part of Fig. 2.12 the outline has been superimposed on the EBSD pattern of the same sample surface. Comparing the outline with the combination of the individual outlines shown in Fig. 2.11, we see that the overall grain shape is almost identical. The second method described here is, however, much more computationally expensive and should therefore only be used in cases where the simpler and much faster projection of outlines is insufficient.

Both methods described here suffer from the lack of being space-filling in nature. Hence, additional algorithms have to be developed for providing the space-filling. They are, however, both conceptually simple and as such provide a very efficient tool for the mapping of grain boundaries in coarse-grained materials with limited mosaic spread.

As shown in Fig. 2.9 other examples of extensions to the GRAINDEX program include single-crystal refinement and strain analysis. A description of these extensions is however beyond the scope of the present thesis and the reader is referred to the paper by Poulsen et al. [A2].

### 2.2.6 GRAINDEX examples

The GRAINDEX program has proven to be an indispensable tool, not only for tracking experiments, but for almost every experiment performed at the 3DXRD microscope. To illustrate the versatility of the GRAINDEX program a few examples will be shown in the following. Common for all the examples shown is the dependency on the GRAINDEX program for the data analysis.
2.2.6.1 Grain mapping of Aluminium

The first tracking experiment performed at the 3DXRD microscope was done in October 1999 on a coarse-grained 99.996% pure aluminium polycrystal [A2]. The main purpose of the experiment was to verify the tracking principle. Before bringing the sample to the synchrotron, the sample surface was characterized using EBSD [21]. In this way the local orientations on the surface were sampled in a 20×20 µm² grid. In total some 50 grains were identified.

**Fig. 2.13.** Diffraction patterns from the aluminium polycrystal at sample-detector distances of 7.6 mm (left), 10.3 mm (middle) and 12.9 mm (right), respectively. The rectangular spots near the center of the images are artifacts caused by the tails of the incident beam. The horizontal length of the rectangular spots is 0.8 mm. [A2].

At the 3DXRD microscope the sample was aligned with the same sample surface parallel to the beam. Using a 800×5 µm² line focus a layer located 10 µm below the sample surface was mapped out as described in sec. 2.1.3.1. The tracking was done using a high-resolution 2-dimensional detector, which consists of a powder scintillator screen coupled by focusing optics to a CCD. The resulting pixel size of the detector is 4.3 µm, but the point-spread-function is substantially larger, with a FWHM of 16 µm. Using 1 second exposures, 22 equidistant ω-settings, with Δω = 2°, and three distances the entire layer was mapped in less than 4 minutes. An example of the acquired images is shown in Fig. 2.13. Notice how the reflections move outwards as the distance is increased.

**Fig. 2.14.** Validation of the tracking technique. Colours and black outlines mark the grains and grain boundaries on the surface of the aluminium polycrystal as determined by electron microscopy (EBSD). Superimposed, as white lines are the grain boundaries resulting from the synchrotron experiment. The scale bar in the bottom is 400 µm. [A2].

Using the method of back projection of outlines a map of the grain boundaries was produced. The resulting grain boundary map is shown in Fig. 2.14 superimposed on the EBSD map. Clearly a full 3-dimensional mapping could be obtained simply by translating the sample along the z-direction. The misfit between the tracking and the EBSD boundaries was found by linear intercept to be
26 µm in average with a maximum of 40 µm. These numbers should be compared with the 16 µm point-spread-function of the detector, the 20 µm step-size in the EBSD data and the 10 µm difference in z. The grain orientations determined by the tracking technique and EBSD were reproduced within 1°. In comparison the tracking procedure produced grain orientations with an accuracy of better than ±0.1°, as determined by the scatter between reflections from the same grain [A2]. The difference between the techniques is therefore mainly thought to be due to misalignment errors.

### 2.2.6.2 Wetting in Al/Ga system

The second example does also involve tracking – in this case three-dimensional mapping is performed. The purpose of the experiment was to study the influence of the grain misorientation on the wetting behaviour of the individual grain boundaries [A7]. Initially the three-dimensional grain structure and the orientations of the individual grains in an aluminium polycrystal were determined using the tracking technique at the 3DXRD microscope. Subsequently the aluminium sample was exposed to liquid gallium and the wetting of the grain boundaries was followed in-situ using synchrotron radiation x-ray microtomography. X-ray microtomography has a spatial resolution which is superior to the spatial resolution currently available with the 3DXRD microscope, it is, however, incapable of measuring grain orientations. Hence, by combining these two complementary techniques detailed spatial information, as well as information on orientations is obtained, allowing a detailed study of grain boundary wetting in this very complex system.

![Fig. 2.15. Two sections 100 µm apart through the cylindrical Al. The two sections are reconstructed tomographically in (a) and (d) where the grey lines correspond to the position of the Ga. The white superimposed lines in (b) and (e) correspond to the grain boundaries determined with the tracking technique. (c) and (f) are schematic illustrations of the grain boundaries determined by both techniques (full lines) and only by the tracking technique (dotted lines). The calculated misorientations between neighbouring grains are written on the boundaries. From [A7].](image)

### 2.2.6.4 Grain rotation

The last example is included to illustrate how the GRAINDEX program can be used for other purposes than mapping of grain boundaries. The purpose of the experiment was to measure grain rotations in-situ during deformation of an
99.996% pure aluminium polycrystals [22]. The aluminium polycrystal was deformed in tension using the stress rig available at the 3DXRD microscope. Measurements of the diffracted spots were made for strains of 0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 11%. An example of the raw images is shown in Fig. 2.16. During the deformation the orientation of the individual grains will change leading to a change in the $\omega$- and $\eta$ positions of the diffracted spots. This is illustrated in the bottom part of Fig 2.16 where one diffraction spot from one of the measured grains is shown for two different strain levels.

**Fig. 2.16.** Example of raw data for $\omega = 1^\circ$ and 0% strain (top) The circle marks the (220) Debye-Scherrer ring, and the box identifies a spot related to grain 1. The enlarged areas (bottom) show the movement of this spot on the ring, by comparison with a corresponding image at $\omega = -5^\circ$ and 11% strain. From [22].

**Fig. 2.17.** The dynamics of four embedded aluminium grains during tensile deformation. Experimental data (open circles) are shown as inverse pole figures, which represent the position of the tensile axis in the reciprocal space of the grains. Strain levels were 0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 11%. The data is compared to A) a full-constraints Taylor model and B) a Sachs model. From [22].

The role of the GRAINDEX program for this experiment was twofold. Prior to the deformation the ray tracing part of GRAINDEX was used to identify grains located in the center of the sample. This was done to ensure that the selected grains remains inside the illuminated gauge volume during rotations.
Among the grains located in the center of the sample four grains having orientations of particularly interest was chosen for further investigation by use of the indexing part of the GRAINDEX program. For each strain level the reflections from the four grains of interest were sorted out from a background arising from all other grains and the orientations of the four grains were calculated using GRAINDEX. The resulting rotation paths for the four grains is shown in Fig. 2.17 by use of inverse pole figures [19]. The top part of Fig. 2.17 shows the comparison of the experimental data with the texture model suggested by Taylor [23] and the bottom part shows the comparison to the texture model suggested by Sachs [24].

Apart from the three examples shown here another example of the application of the GRAINDEX program within the field of recrystallization kinetics will be given in chapter 3.

### 2.3 Discussion and outlook

The 3DXRD microscope presented in this chapter has shown that dedicated experimental stations utilizing focused high energy synchrotron x-ray radiation can provide new detailed insight to many fundamental mechanisms of materials science. The three examples shown demonstrate that new experimental evidence is obtainable, which could never have been achieved using conventional characterization techniques. This is further demonstrated by the results presented in the remaining of the thesis. It is my belief that this new detailed information will lead to a deeper understanding of the basic mechanisms within a broad range of materials science.

One has, through, to remember that large advanced experimental facilities like the 3DXRD microscope, only can be realized by putting a significant effort into development and perfecting of novel techniques and instrumentation. As such the 3DXRD microscope presented here has only become a reality due to hard work and great team spirit by the people involved with the 3DXRD microscope.

The ultimate goal is to provide an experimental technique which has superior properties and a high level of flexibility, and which at the same time is as user friendly, as for instance, the automated EBSD technique [21].

To reach this goal the 3DXRD microscope is continuously updated. On the instrumentation side several initiatives has been taken. One example relates to improvement of the focusing. The two-dimensional focusing is currently limited by the slope errors of the multilayer substrate. However, new advances in polishing and deposition techniques points in the direction of improved multilayers and thereby better focusing. Another example is the construction of a “2nd generation” high resolution 2-dimensional detector. It is based on the same principles as the “1st generation” used for the tracking example described in section 2.2.6.1, but should provide a spatial resolution of 1 µm. With this level of spatial resolution a new series of experiments becomes possible. One example is the study of grain boundary migration during grain growth. Such studies, requiring precise measurements of the boundary curvature [25], have so far been restricted to surface studies [26]. Another aspect of the 3DXRD microscope currently being improved is related to the acquisition speed. At present scanning the sample using the ω-turntable is done in steps while oscillating around each position. Significant improvements of the acquisition speed can be obtained if images are acquired continuously while moving the sample. This involves fast readout detectors and detailed logging of the positions the images are taken. The outcome of this is e.g. faster mapping of grain boundaries enabling detailed in-
*situ* mapping of large volumes and in general it will lead to more efficient use of the valuable synchrotron beam time.

As illustrated with the GRAINDEX program, the usability of the of the 3DXRD microscope is closely related to the development of automatic software routines for data analysis. Also on this front, new initiatives have been started. Short term projects involve improvements of the existing GRAINDEX program. These are especially concentrated on the image analysis part using advanced image processing techniques [eg. blob splitting [27]]. More long term projects are software algorithms which are not limited by mosaic spread and which are space-filling in nature. The outcome of this will be orientation maps, similar to those obtained by EBSD, but in this case it will be in three dimensions.

Finally new initiatives to improve the user friendliness has also been started. These include automatic alignment procedures and the possibility of using several of the methods available at the 3DXRD microscope simultaneously. An example of the latter could be the following. Initially a three-dimensional mapping of the sample is performed using the *tracking* technique. This involve the use of a high resolution detector and a line focus. Based on the grain boundary map produced by on-line analysis using the GRAINDEX program a few local volumes of interest are identified. The microstructural evolution of these local volumes can then be studied *in-situ* by zooming in on the local volumes using e.g. the conical slit and a point focus. During the experiment one can then swap back and forth between these two methods to get an overall view as well as very local information. At the present such an experiment is not possible as swapping between two experimental set-ups takes approximately one day and requires dismounting and reassembly of the set-up. The development of such automatic instrument control will certainly result in an increased usability and flexibility of the 3DXRD microscope.
3 Recrystallization Kinetics and the 3DXRD Microscope

Traditionally recrystallization kinetics has been studied using stereology [28]. Two methods have been used for these studies. The oldest method involves measuring the largest grain diameter on a plane of polish on each specimen in a series of partially recrystallized specimens annealed isothermally at different annealing times [29]. This method can, however, only be applied during the early stages of recrystallization where impingement between neighbouring grains has not occurred. The second method, suggested by Cahn and Hagel [30], involves the measurements of a globally averaged interface migration rate based on the two stereological parameters $V_V$, the volume fraction recrystallized, and $S_V$, the free surface area per unit volume. Using the EBSD technique for the Cahn-Hagel measurements provides information on the orientation dependencies of the recrystallization kinetics [31]. Both methods are, however, static in nature and as such they can on provide average information on the recrystallization kinetics.

Apart from these two static methods a number of more advanced in-situ techniques have been applied to the study of recrystallization kinetics. In-situ annealing in a high voltage transmission electron microscope (HVTEM) [32] or in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [33] allows for detailed studies of nucleation and growth kinetics. They are, however, both surface probes and interpretation of bulk behaviour based on the results obtained using these surface techniques should be conducted with great care. Neutron diffraction, however does probe the bulk of the material and as such it is capable of in-situ measurements of the recrystallization kinetics in the bulk of the material. However, due to the poor resolution of neutron diffraction, it can only measure the average recrystallization kinetics. Only in a few special cases were the grain sizes are big enough (mm size) it is possible to study the growth of a limited number of grains [34]. Also synchrotron radiation has been applied to the study of recrystallization kinetics. Wroblewski et al. [35] have used a new imaging technique to the study of recrystallization in copper and obtain growth curves of the individual surface grain. The technique is, however, surface limited and as such in principle not different than the in-situ annealing in the HVEM or SEM. High energy synchrotron radiation has the penetration power necessary for true bulk studies. This has been used for in-situ studies of the evolution of the average grain sizes in a nanocrystalline steel sample by means of line broadening analysis [36].

As seen above there exist a number of different techniques for the study of recrystallization kinetics. They do, however, all suffer from one or more of the following limitations

- The presence of free surfaces will enviably affect the recrystallization kinetics due to strain relaxation, pinning, and atypical diffusion.
- Only average properties can be measured.
- Only a limited number of grains can be studied preventing studies of for example grain orientation effects.
Hence, the currently available techniques are not capable of giving a full characterization of the microstructural changes taking place in the interior of the material during recrystallization.

By the development of the 3DXRD microscope [2,3] at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) a new tool for studies of recrystallization kinetics has become available. As described in the previous chapter the unique properties of the 3DXRD microscope has already provided new valuable information on a wide range of phenomena in materials science. The present chapter will focus on the application of the 3DXRD microscope within the field of recrystallization kinetics. The use of focused monochromatic high-energy x-rays ($E \geq 40\text{keV}$) yields a unique combination of high penetration power (millimetres to centimetres), high intensity and a spatial resolution comparable to the size of a typically nuclei [37]. Based on these unique properties a new technique, which for the first time allows in-situ measurements of the growth behaviour of individual bulk nuclei/grains, has been developed and implemented at the 3DXRD microscope [A3]. The topics of the present chapter will be a detailed description of the experimental aspects of this new technique followed by a description of the processing steps involved with the data analysis. At the end of the chapter the advantages and limitations of the technique will be discussed as well as future improvements and extensions to the technique.

### 3.1 Experimental

The basic idea behind the technique is to measure the diffracted intensity of a number of individual grains during annealing. Exploiting the fact that the diffracted intensity can be directly related to the volume of the diffracting nucleus/grain we obtain a complete measure of the recrystallization kinetics of the individual nuclei from the moment they nucleate till they reach their final grain size.

#### 3.1.1 Set-up

The set-up used for the technique is shown in Fig. 3.1. It is basically a simple version of the tracking set-up discussed in chapter 2. The main differences are; a) a square beam profile is used instead of a line profile, b) only one detector distance is used and c) the detector used has a large field of view compared to the high resolution detector used in a typical tracking experiment. The five main components of the set-up are; 1) focusing x-ray optics, 2) a slit positioned in front of the sample, 3) a sample stage, 4) an x-ray transparent furnace and 5) a two-dimensional detector.

![Fig. 3.1. Experimental set-up for studies of recrystallization kinetics at the 3DXRD microscope [A3].](image)
For focusing the x-ray beam we use a combination of a bent Laue crystal [7,8] for vertical focusing with a bent and laterally graded multilayer for horizontal focusing. The resulting focal spot size is $5 \times 5 \ \mu m^2$ with a divergence and bandwidth of the incoming beam of 0.5 mrad and 0.6%, respectively. To ensure a uniform illumination of the sample a broad homogeneous beam profile is needed. This is achieved by positioning the sample off-focus (see Fig. 3.1) and slightly defocusing the beam. In this way, by means of the slit, the illuminated area on the sample can be varied continuously with fixed optics up to $140 \times 140 \ \mu m^2$. The slit also serves to remove the tails of the beam.

The sample is mounted in a x-ray transparent furnace especially designed for use with synchrotron radiation. The furnace is designed to work in vacuum or in an inert atmosphere. It has a heating rate of approximately 150°/min. and is capable of keeping the temperature constant within ±0.5 degree.

The furnace is mounted on top of the sample stage. The sample stage provides full control for orienting the sample using three translations ($x, y, z$) and three rotations ($\omega, \chi, \phi$). (For definitions see Fig. 3.1). The $\omega$ rotation is further more used for oscillating the sample during data acquisition.

The detector used is a 14-bit fast readout Frelon CCD coupled to an image intensifier and optimised for use with high energy x-rays. It is positioned behind the sample such that typically 3-5 diffracted Debye-Scherrer rings are covered.

Data is typically taken at number of consecutive $\omega$ settings with an oscillation range $\Delta \omega$ equal to the step size in $\omega$, typically $0.25^\circ$-$2^\circ$ depending on the sample characteristic. At each $\omega$ setting images are acquired with typical exposure times in the range of 1s-10s. It is often necessary to use several exposure times to allow both small slowly growing grains and big fast growing grains to be monitored without saturating the detector. During the annealing period images are taken repeatedly cycling through the $\omega$-positions and the different annealing times. Depending on the number of $\omega$-positions and exposure times time resolutions as high as 3 data points per minute can be achieved, allowing detailed studies of e.g. fluctuations in the growth rates.

When studying the recrystallization kinetics of the individual bulk grains three criteria has to be fulfilled:

1. To make sure that the integrated intensity is proportional to the volume of the grain, the grain has to lie completely within the gauge volume defined by the slits and the sample thickness.

2. To make sure that the integrated intensity is proportional to the volume of the grain, we also has to make sure that the corresponding Bragg reflection lies completely within the $\omega$-range measured.

3. To ensure the measurement of true bulk behaviour we have to make sure that the contribution from surface grains is negligible or can be separated from the bulk grains.

The first criterion is validated by regularly opening up the slits, and hence illuminating a wider channel trough the sample while oscillation, $\Delta \omega$, is kept constant. If opening up the slits results in an increase in the intensity of the diffracted Bragg peak the grain is not fully imbedded in the gauge volume. An example of a grain dissatisfying this validation criterion is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Fig. 3.2. Illustration of the first validation criterion. The measured growth curve reveals that the grain is nucleated inside the illuminated channel but eventually grow outside the channel as indicated by the increase in intensity at the validation points.

The second criterion is validated by the use of consecutive omega settings. The first and last $\omega$-setting is only used for validation purposes, hence a minimum of three consecutive $\omega$-settings are required. The integration of a Bragg reflection is only valid if there is no intensity of the Bragg reflection left at these two outermost validation settings.

The last criterion can be approached in two different ways. The first is a statistically approach, where it is ensured that the fraction of surface grains is negligible compared to that of bulk grains. This can be done by varying the ratio between the beam size and the sample thickness. The second approach is a more direct discrimination between surface grains and bulk grains. As illustrated in Fig. 3.3 the position of the diffracted beam on the detector depends on the position of the grain in the sample. Hence, by comparing the position of a Bragg peak with the envelope of the positions of a large number of peaks of roughly the same orientation it is possible to determine whether the diffracting grain is located at the surface or within the bulk of the sample.

Fig. 3.3. Illustration of the determination of surface grains based on the radial position of the measured diffraction spots. Comparing the radial distance of a grain with the enveloped of the radial distances of a large number of grains with similar orientation may indicate whether it is a surface grain or not.
3.1.2 What is measured

Typical examples of raw data is shown in Fig. 3.4. To the left is shown the initial data before start of annealing. The image shows the diffracted Debye-Scherrer rings from the deformed microstructure. For deformations of medium to high strains the microstructure typically breaks up in a large number of small domains [38] giving rise to a diffraction signal that resample that of a powder sample. It is, however, clear that the intensity of this “powder-like” Debye-Scherrer ring is not constant along the ring, but varies slowly as a function of the azimuthal angle $\eta$. This is due to the fact that the crystal orientations of these small domains, constituting the deformed state, are not randomly oriented, but have a distribution of preferred orientation, a so-called texture. The different rings visible in Fig. 3.4 corresponds to the different lattice planes fulfilling the Bragg condition (see Eq. 2-5) and are labelled with the corresponding Miller indices of the lattice planes. The innermost very broad ring is due to scattering from the glass of the furnace and should be ignored. The image to the right of Fig. 3.4 shows the diffracted signal from the same gauge volume after annealing for 162 minutes at 270°C. The “powder-like” signal from the deformed microstructure is now almost entirely replaced by discrete diffraction spots from the individual recrystallized grains.

![Fig. 3.4. Example of raw data showing the Debye-Scherrer rings from the deformation texture and the appearing Bragg peaks from the individual grains. A) At time $t = 0$ minutes, and B) at time $t = 162$ minutes.](image)

Fig. 3.5 shows a small part of the acquired images including a segment of the \{111\} Debye-Scherrer ring. In Fig. 3.5a, before the onset of annealing, we see a tail of the broad background from the deformed microstructure, in the following referred to as the texture background. After annealing for 5 minutes at 270°C (Fig. 3.5b) two small peaks, labelled A and B, have appeared on top of the texture background. After another 10 minutes of annealing a third peak, labelled C, has appeared (Fig. 3.5c). And after further annealing we see that peak C has ended up being much larger than peak A and B, and that peak B has almost stopped its growth. Notice also that the signal from the deformed microstructure decreases as the overall recrystallized volume fraction increases. From this sequence of images, it is evident that by acquiring a series of images during the annealing the nucleation and growth kinetics of the individual grains can be followed in great detail.
3.1.3 Orientation determination

The 3DXRD method reveals not only the growth kinetics of the individual grains, but at the same time information on the crystal orientation of the grains is provided. Two approaches exist on how to obtain information about the crystallographic orientation of the grains. The first approach is based on a single reflection from a grain. The main advantage of this approach is that it is fast and does not require any additional measurements. It does, however, only provide partial information on the orientation of the grain. The other approach is based on several reflections from the same grain. Using this approach full information is obtained about the orientation of the grain. The drawbacks of this approach is that it does require some additional measurements and also some additional data processing. In the following the two approaches for orientation determination will be explained in more detail.

Partial orientation information

By a stereographic projection of the scattering vectors onto the (RD,TD)-plane of the sample, there is a one-to-one correlation between the coordinates of a diffraction peak ($\theta, \eta, \beta$) and the ($\alpha, \beta$)-coordinate in the corresponding pole figure. The trace in the pole figure that is measured depend on the orientation of the sample. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, where the trace of the Debye-Scherrer ring is shown in pole figure coordinates for two different orientations of the
sample. If one wish to measure full pole figures this can easily be achieved by a rotation of the sample around the $\omega$-axis [A8].

For any given experiment there will be a compromise between the time resolution and how large a portion of the pole figure that is measured. One has to remember, however, that the same trace is measured simultaneous in all $(hkl)$-pole figures covered by the detector. If the sample is oriented as shown in Fig 3.6b and the detector is covering the (111), (200), (220) and (311) Debye-Scherrer ring even a narrow measurement range around eg. the RD-axis in the pole figure will provide information on grains belonging to several of the standard texture components like cube, brass, copper and S. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 where the ideal positions of the cube component $\{100\}<001>$, and the rolling components brass $\{110\}<112>$, $S\{123\}<634>$ and copper $\{112\}<111>$ is plotted in the different pole figures. The circle surrounding each ideal position corresponds to an angular deviation of $10^\circ$ from the ideal position. Here specific orientations are represented using the notation $\{hkl\}<uvw>$, where $\{hkl\}$ specifies the rolling plane, and $<uvw>$ specifies the rolling direction [18].

While the growth kinetics of a grain is fully described by the intensity changes of a single diffraction peak, determination of the full orientation of the grain requires at least two reflections. The strategy for the first approach is, however, to measure growth rates with a high time resolution and then to use the orientation information available from just one diffraction peak to classify the grains into different texture classes. This is for example done by locating the areas in the pole figure corresponding to a $10^\circ$ deviation from the ideal cube
orientation (see Fig. 3.7). For each diffraction peak on the detector, the corresponding pole figure coordinates are calculated and if they fall within 10° from the ideal cube component it is classified as “near” cube orientation. If the diffraction peak falls within a 10° deviation from several ideal texture components it is assigned to the one with the smallest deviation.

This simple procedure for orientation analysis implies some limitations. This is best seen by comparing the {200} and the {311} pole figures shown in Fig. 3.7. For the {200} pole figure, having the lowest multiplicity, the degree of overlap between the different texture components is negligible. However, for pole figures with higher multiplicity, like the {311} pole figure, the degree of overlap becomes much more severe and determination of the orientation becomes more ambiguous.

**Full orientation information**

It is possible to overcome the problem of overlapping texture components as described above using the second approach based on several reflections. The development of the GRAINDEX software (see chapter 2) has opened the possibility of determining the full orientation of individual grains within a polycrystalline material. Hence, combining the use of the GRAINDEX software with the technique for recrystallization kinetics describe above, a complete description covering both growth kinetics and crystallographic orientation of the individual grains can be obtained. In order for the GRAINDEX algorithm to work one
would need to scan a broad $\omega$ range to ensure that a sufficient number of diffraction peaks from each grain are measured. This can either be done during the entire annealing period, resulting in a somewhat coarser time resolution, or, if it can be assumed that grains do not disappear during the annealing, such a scan can be done at the end of the annealing and thereby not affecting the time resolution. An example of the latter approach is shown in Fig. 3.8. These data is from an experiment on a commercial purity aluminium alloy (AA3104) that has been hot deformed at 325°C to a strain of ~2.3 and then annealed at the 3DXRD microscope at 340°C. The growth kinetics of the grains were measured using a narrow $\omega$-range around $\omega = 0$. At the end of annealing a much broader scan was performed ($\omega = -45^\circ$ to $45^\circ$) to be used with the GRAINDEX program. The GRAINDEX analysis resulted in a list of the indexed grains with their full orientation and the peaks belonging to each grain. Using this information the growth kinetics data were re-examined and the growth curves based on three different reflections from the same grain were found. As can been seen in Fig. 3.8 the growth curves of the individual reflections all show the same behaviour as expected. This clearly proof that the GRAINDEX program is capable of indexing of individual grains imbedded within a polycrystalline material.

![Graph showing growth kinetics of individual reflections](image)

**Fig. 3.8.** Example of combining the recrystallization kinetics technique and the GRAINDEX program. Shown is the measured growth kinetics of three individual reflections from the same grain. As expected the three growth curves all show the same behaviour. Using the GRAINDEX program the orientation of the grain is be found, in the given case based on a fit to 13 reflections.

### 3.1.4 Experimental considerations

The outcome of this type of recrystallization kinetics experiment, depend entirely on the proper choice of experimental parameters. It is therefore very im-

---

* The experiment was done in collaboration with Alcan International and RWTH Aachen.
port to analyse the basic properties of the sample material, such as final grain sizes and mosaicity, before the real annealing experiment can begin. The experimental parameters which needs to be considered are:

- **The x-ray energy.** At the present the 3DXRD are set up to use two different energies, 50 keV and 80 keV. For typical materials an x-ray energy of 50 keV provides sufficient penetration power (see Fig. 2.1), however, some materials may require the use of 80 keV x-rays.

- **The size of the x-ray beam.** The size of the x-ray beam has to be larger than the final grain size to fully illuminate the grains. In practice a beam size of at least 3 times the final grain size is desirable. There is however an upper limit of how large beam sizes that can be achieved while keeping the beam profile homogenous. One also has to remember that increasing the beam size will envitably decrease the flux.

- **The oscillation range $\Delta \omega$.** It is important that the oscillation range is larger than the mosaicity of the sample to get the entire integrated intensity. However, the larger the oscillation range is, the bigger the chance for peak overlap. Using a too large oscillation range also lowers the ratio of the Bragg peak intensity compared to the texture background.

- **The number of omega settings.** The number of omega settings determines how large a portion of pole figure space is covered (see sec 3.1.3). Choosing the omega range is a compromise between the fraction of orientation space that needs to be covered and the desired time resolution. The larger an omega range the coarser time resolution.

- **The exposure times.** Typically several exposure times are needed. On the one side relatively long exposure are needed to obtain good counting statistics of the small slowly growing nuclei/grains, and on the other side short exposure time are needed to avoid saturation of the detector for the large fast growing grains. Again a compromise has to be made between the number of exposure times and the desired time resolution.

3.2 Data analysis

As in the case of the tracking concept described in chapter 2, this technique also produces a vast number of data, typically of the order of 1000 images for one annealing experiment. For handling these huge amounts of data we have developed a software package that enables fast processing of the data. In the following the processing steps from raw images to individual growth curves of the grains is described.

3.2.1 Image processing

When working with x-ray radiation using two-dimensional detectors like CCD’s there is a number of pre-processing steps that needs to be considered before the actual data analysis can be done. These pre-processing steps are summarized in the following:

- **Correction for electronic noise.** The electronic noise associated with the CCD has two contributions: a constant read-out noise independent of the exposure time, and a so-called dark current proportional to the ex-
posure time. To correct for it images are acquired without any x-ray beam. By subtracting these images from the raw images the contribution from the electronic noise is removed from the images.

- **Non-uniformity of sensitivity response of the detector (Flat field correction).** Owing to geometry, and artifacts of manufacture, the sensitivity of different areas of the detector may vary. This can be calibrated by uniform exposure of the detector [39] but is by far a trivial task. For the present study, it is assumed that the non-uniformity of the sensitivity response of the detector is negligible. That this assumption is indeed reasonable is supported by the fact that the three growth curves from the same grain shown in Fig. 3.8 fall on top of each other.

- **Correction for spatial distortion.** Spatial distortion of the detector can be an important effect and when not corrected can prevent successful integration of the data. This is especially important for the GRAINDEX analysis. Mapping of the spatial distortion of the detector can be done using a known spacing calibration grid to measure the distortion at a number of discrete points. Once the mapping is done it can be used to correct the images.

- **Normalization to synchrotron beam current.** Due to energy losses of the electron bunch orbiting the storage ring the intensity of the emitted x-ray beam is slowly decreasing with time. This decrease in intensity is not negligible compared to the duration of a typical recrystallization experiment, therefore the beam current of the storage ring is constantly monitored and the background subtracted intensities is subsequently normalized.

- **Polarization effects.** X-ray diffraction depend on the polarization of the incident x-ray beam. However, for high energy x-rays the effect of polarization is negligible and it was therefore ignored in the current study.

### 3.2.2 Data transformation

The most efficient way of working with these huge amounts of data is to transform the images into azimuthal projections of the intensity distribution of the individual Debye-Scherrer rings. An example of such intensity profiles is shown in Fig. 3.9. The Bragg peaks from the individual grains are clearly identified as sharp peaks on top of a much broader texture background from the remaining deformed matrix. This projection is done either after the experiment by the program Fit2D [40] especially developed for processing of x-ray data or online during the experiment using the so-called software frontend [41] developed for use at the 3DXRD microscope. This procedure has a number of advantages that will become clear later in this section. The most obvious advantage is the reduction of data in terms of bytes. One image is typically 2-3 Mb in size which is then transformed into 4-6 text files containing the intensity projections with a total size of a few kb. So instead of working with a dataset of several Gb only a few Mb has to be processed.
3.2.3 Peak identification

The first problem encountered when analyzing the data, was to identify the Bragg peaks from the individual grains. If we look at the azimuthal projection shown in Fig. 3.10 we see that the peak profiles of the recrystallized grains are much sharper than the broad texture background. Hence, the positions of the peaks can be found simply using the derivatives of the intensity. This is typically done on data taken at a late stage in the recrystallization process in order to have nice strong peaks from the recrystallized grains. One should however compare the result of the identification routine at such a late stage with that of an earlier stage to verify if grains are disappearing or not. Not all peaks present in the azimuthal projections can be used. As mentioned in sec. 3.1.1 there is a number of criteria that a Bragg reflection has to fulfill in order to be considered valid. In order to simply the data analysis the criterion 2) in sec. 3.1.1 is further strengthened. Not only does the Bragg reflection has to lie completely within the $\omega$-range measured, it has to lie within the $\omega$-range of a single oscillation. Hence it is not allowed to have tails in any of the neighboring $\omega$-settings. Furthermore it has to be well separated from neighboring Bragg peaks along the $\eta$-direction as well as in the $\omega$-direction. As a part of the software package developed for the data analysis, is a program that automatically identifies peaks that fulfill these criteria. Due to the complex nature of the intensity profiles it is however recommended to confirm the result of identification routine before further data analysis. Whether or not a grain fulfill criterion nr. 1 in sec.3.1.1 will become evident when validation points (see sec. 3.1.1) is plotted together with the normal data points. An example is shown in Fig. 3.1. Depending on the approached chosen for fulfilling criterion nr. 3 in sec. 3.1.1 some additional analy-
sis of the positions of the Bragg peaks could be required to locate the surface grains from the bulk grains.

Fig. 3.10. Example of the peak identification algorithm. The red intensity profile is being analyzed and compared with the intensity profiles from the neighboring $\omega$-settings (blue and green). The solid vertical lines indicate the positions of the valid Bragg peaks. The peak to the right is not considered valid since it appears at two $\omega$-settings. The dashed lines surrounding the solid lines indicate the integration range for the given peak. Notice also that the texture background hardly changes between neighboring $\omega$-settings.

### 3.2.4 Integrated intensities

The nucleation and growth of the individual grains is directly related to integrated intensity of the Bragg reflections. Hence, the most important step in the data analysis is to extract true integrated intensities from the raw data. It does, however, turn out that separating the intensity of the individual Bragg peaks from the broad texture background is one of the most complicated tasks in the data analysis. Several methods have been tested, including two-dimensional peak fitting, and various image filtering routines. In general they all work out fine in the late stages of the annealing process where the sharp peaks from the recrystallized grains is easily distinguishable from the texture background. But during nucleation and the early growth of the grains, where the corresponding Bragg peaks are very weak they all failed in getting a reliable integrated intensity.

The solution to this problem is to exploit that the contribution from the deformed microstructure is a smooth slowly varying function compared to the sharp Bragg peaks from the recrystallized grains. Hence, we assume that the change in the texture background is negligible for small steps along $\eta$ as well as along $\omega$. That this assumption is reasonable is seen by comparing the texture background of the three neighboring $\omega$-settings shown in Fig. 3.10. Hence, the integrated intensity for a Bragg peak, fulfilling the requirements listed in sec.
3.1.1, is given by the intensity within a narrow range of the azimuthal projection from which the mean of the same angular range in the neighboring $\omega$-setting is subtracted. Examples of typical integration ranges is indicated by the dashed lines surrounding the valid peaks in Fig. 3.10. This integration is done for each valid Bragg reflection during the entire annealing time. Examples of resulting growth curves are shown in Fig. 3.11. The data is from a commercial aluminium alloy (AA5182), which was hot deformed at 400°C to a strain of 2.0 and annealed at the synchrotron at 315°C.

Fig. 3.11. Example of growth curves obtained by integrating the intensity of the individual Bragg peaks as a function of annealing time. The material is a hot deformed AA5182 aluminium alloy from a collaboration with Alcan International, Banbury and RWTH Aachen.

3.2.5 Grain volumes

In order to make a quantitative interpretation of the observed data, the corrected intensities has to be transformed into corresponding grain volumes. The recrystallizing grains can be regarded as small single crystals imbedded in the deformed matrix. From standard x-ray diffraction theory we know how to relate the integrated intensity of a single crystal to its corresponding volume [42].

$$I_{\text{crystal}} = \frac{I_0}{\omega} \left( \frac{e^4}{m^2c^4} \right) \frac{\lambda^4V_{\text{crystal}}|F_{hkl}|^2}{v_v^2} P \frac{1}{\sin 2\theta_{hkl} \sin \eta},$$

Eq. 3-1

where $I_0$ is the intensity of the incoming beam, $\omega$ is the rotational velocity, the factor $(e^4/m^2c^4)$ is called the Thomson scattering length and express the scattering power of an electron by its charge $(e)$, its mass $(m)$ and the velocity of light $(c)$. $\lambda^2$ is the wavelength of the x-rays, $v_v$ is the volume of the unit cell, $F_{hkl}$ is the structure factor of a reflection with miller indicies $(h,k,l)$, $P$ is the polariza-

* The experiment was done in collaboration with Alcan International and RWTH Aachen.
tion factor (see above), \(1/(\sin 2\theta_{\text{av}} \sin \eta)\) is the Lorentz factor (cf. sec. 2.2.3) and \(V_{\text{crystal}}\) is the volume of the single crystal.

Hence, by measuring the intensity of the incoming beam and the diffracted intensity of a single grain we can calculate the corresponding grain volume. It is, however, not possible to measure the intensity of the incoming beam without affecting it, and at the same time it will involve further complexity of the experimental set-up. We find that using the data itself for intensity normalization is a much more convenient and also more reliable way of extracting the grain volumes. The approach is the following.

Recalling that the microstructure of a deformed metal consists of very small regions of similar orientations [38]. These small regions can be regarded as a “powder” with a preferred orientation, i.e. the deformation texture. From standard x-ray theory we know the expression for the diffracted intensity of a powder with a random orientation distribution

\[
I_{\text{powder}} = I_0 \left( \frac{e^4}{m^2 c^4} \right) \lambda^2 V_{\text{sample}} m |F_{\text{HKL}}|^2 \frac{1}{\sin^2 \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \frac{1}{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \frac{1}{t} \quad \text{Eq. 3-2}
\]

where \(m\) is the multiplicity of the \(\text{HKL}\) reflection and \(V_{\text{sample}}\) is the gauge volume. This expression is easily modified to take the orientation distribution of the “powder-like” sample into account.

\[
I_{\text{texture}} = \frac{1}{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \left( \lambda \frac{e^4}{m^2 c^4} \right) \lambda^2 V_{\text{sample}} m |F_{\text{HKL}}|^2 \frac{1}{\sin^2 \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \frac{1}{t} \quad \text{Eq. 3-3}
\]

Here the factor \(S_{\text{HKL}}(\omega, \eta)\) is the probability distribution of the \(\text{HKL}\) pole figure. The integration is over the trace measured in the pole figure (see sec. 3.1.3). An expression for the grain volume can now be obtained by taking the ratio of the two equations Eq 3-1 and Eq 3-3.

\[
\frac{I_{\text{crystal}}}{I_{\text{texture}}} = \left( \frac{\Delta \omega/2}{\Delta \omega/2} \int_{-\Delta \omega/2}^{\Delta \omega/2} \int_{-\Delta \omega/2}^{\Delta \omega/2} S_{\text{HKL}}(\omega, \eta) \partial \omega \partial \eta \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sin^2 \theta_{\text{HKL}} \sin \eta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \left( \frac{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}}{\sin \eta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \left( \frac{f_{\text{HKL}}}{V_{\text{crystal}}} \right) \left( \frac{f_{\text{HKL}}}{V_{\text{sample}}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \frac{1}{t} \quad \text{Eq. 3-4}
\]

We then get the following expression the grain volume \(V_{\text{crystal}}\):

\[
V_{\text{crystal}} = \left( \frac{\Delta \omega/2}{\Delta \omega/2} \int_{-\Delta \omega/2}^{\Delta \omega/2} \int_{-\Delta \omega/2}^{\Delta \omega/2} S_{\text{HKL}}(\omega, \eta) \partial \omega \partial \eta \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sin^2 \theta_{\text{HKL}} \sin \eta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \left( \frac{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}}{\sin \eta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \left( \frac{f_{\text{HKL}}}{V_{\text{crystal}}} \right) \left( \frac{f_{\text{HKL}}}{V_{\text{sample}}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{4 \sin \theta_{\text{HKL}}} \right) \frac{1}{t} \quad \text{Eq. 3-5}
\]

If spherical grain shapes are assumed we can transforme this volume into an equivalent sphere radius.
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3.3 Discussion and outlook

In spite of the very simple set-up of the presented technique the potential scientific outcome is exceptional. For the first time growth kinetics of individual bulk grains can be studied in-situ. Furthermore the technique provides the possibility of investigating orientation dependencies of the growth kinetics.

The technique has been developed for studies of recrystallization kinetics in metals and as such it has already been used for several studies [A3,A4]. The prospect of the technique for investigation the effect of processing parameters on the fundamental properties of metallic materials has already attracted the attention from industry, and the results from experiments conducted in collaboration with Alcan International, Banbury and RWTH Aachen is currently being processed. The technique is not restricted to studies of recrystallization kinetics, but can equally well be applied to other scientific areas, like for example phase transformations, and first experiments relating to the phase transformation in steels as a function of temperature or straining have been conducted [43].

The main limitations of the technique is due to peak overlap caused by very high number of grains in the gauge volume or by highly textured samples, which may lead to biasing of the data analysis. Two solutions to this limitation exists. One is to reduced the investigated gauge volume by e.g. a conical slit and thereby reduce the number of reflecting grains. This will ease the analysis at the expense of poorer statistics. The other solution is based on a finer \( \omega \) sampling. Using a smaller oscillation range, \( \Delta \omega \), corresponding to a finer sampling in orientation space, will ease the separation of Bragg reflections from grains having almost similar orientations. The finer \( \omega \) sampling will, however, lead to a lower time resolution and/or poorer statistics. With the ongoing development of a continuous acquisition routine based on fast readout detectors, compared to the currently used stepwise acquisition routine, it is, however, most likely that a finer \( \omega \) sampling may be possible without compromising the statistics and time resolution.

The focus of this chapter have been on measuring growth kinetics, but the technique might also be used for measurements of nucleation densities and nucleation rates. This can be done in a similar way as describe for determining the full orientation of a grain (sec. 3.1.3) by using the GRAINDEX program.
4 Recrystallization Kinetics of Commercial Purity Aluminium

The material chosen for the investigations of real in-situ growth kinetics of individual bulk grains using the technique described in the previous chapter was a commercial purity aluminium alloy of type AA1050 cold rolled to 90% reduction in thickness. The main reason for choosing this material is that it has already been characterised in detail by electron microscopy and neutron diffraction [44] and a model has been developed to simulate the recrystallization process [45]. In addition the AA1050 alloy is a commercially used material and as such it is of interest not only to the material science society but also for industry [46].

One of the classical problems in the field of recrystallization kinetics is the understanding of the appearance of the so-called cube texture following annealing of medium to high stacking fault energy fcc materials like for example aluminium and copper. The volume fraction of cube grains is typically found to be dominating in materials of high purity and/or high deformation, whereas it tends to be less dominating in particle containing materials and/or medium deformations. For the chosen AA1050 commercial aluminium alloy the resulting recrystallization texture will thus be a compromise between a tendency to randomise the texture due to the presence of large FeAl$_3$ particles, and a tendency to promote the formation of a cube texture due to the 90% reduction in thickness by cold-rolling.

Earlier studies on the same AA1050 alloy by Vandermeer & Juul Jensen have shown that for high annealing temperatures ($T=280^\circ$C) the emergence of the cube texture component can be ascribed to a growth advantage of the cube grains compared to grains of other orientation [44,47], whereas for lower annealing temperatures ($T=245^\circ$C-265$^\circ$C) no such clear growth advantage could be detected [48].

The aim of the present investigation of the AA1050 alloy is to use the technique described in the previous chapter to study the growth behaviour of a large number of individual grains. The annealing temperature was in this case chosen as $T=270^\circ$C to supplement the earlier studies. The study of the individual grains, compared to the average behaviour studied by conventional techniques, is expected to give new types of information about the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 alloy. In light of the special interest in the cube texture discussed above, orientation dependencies of the recrystallization kinetics will also be examined with particular focus on the cube texture component.

4.1 Introduction to the sample

The AA1050 aluminium alloy was prepared for a Brite-Euram project sponsored by the European Union. The purpose of the project was to develop new and improved materials for use in the aluminium industry and was a collaboration between several universities, national laboratories and industrial companies. The special properties of this AA1050 alloy were obtained by a very complex processing as described by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen [48]: “The aluminium alloy AA1050 was continuously cast at Hydro Aluminium, Sunndalsora, Norway. The composition of the alloy is listed in table 4.1. After scalping, the
cast ingot was subjected to a pre-processing heat treatment at 600°C for 24 hours. Further processing to a plate product at Alcan International, Banbury, England, consisted of an additional heat treatment with an 8 hour hold at 600°C, a slow cooling to 500°C at a cooling rate of 7°C per hour, a 6 hour hold at 500°C and finally cooling to 400°C at 50°C per hour followed by hot rolling at 400°C to a reduction of 75%. Subsequently the hot rolled plate was given a final recrystallization anneal for 1 hour at 450°C. This complex processing procedure was designed to produce a plate with a relatively uniform distribution of 1.7 µm average diameter precipitates, a relatively weak initial texture and a recrystallized grain size of 50-100 µm.”.

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.46</td>
<td>0.3384</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.1538</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the present investigation this starting material was cold rolled to a thickness reduction of 90%. From the cold rolled plate several samples were cut having dimensions of 8 mm along the rolling direction (RD), 1 mm along the transverse direction (TD), and 3 mm along the normal direction (ND). In addition a few samples having dimensions of 8 mm along RD, 3 mm along TD, and 1 mm along ND were also cut.

4.2 Initial sample characterization

Before investigating the recrystallization kinetics using the 3DXRD microscope as described in the previous chapter, the sample material was carefully characterized in order to plan the details of the experiment. To do this several of the cold rolled samples were annealed at 270°C for various periods and examined using both optical microscopy and electron microscopy.

4.2.1 Optical Microscopy results

The first step in the initial sample characterization was to look at the samples using optical microscopy. Using the optical microscope an overview of the microstructure after different periods of annealing is easily obtained. Some examples are given in Fig. 4.1 showing the as-deformed, and almost recrystallized microstructure, respectively.

![Optical micrographs showing the as-deformed microstructure (left) and the almost recrystallized microstructure (right) of the AA1050 aluminium alloy. A colour filter has been used to enhance the details of the microstructure.](image-url)
4.2.2 Electron back scattering results

Following the optical microscopy examination, the samples were studied using electron microscopy for a more detailed examination. Fig. 4.2 shows an electron back scattering image of the RD/ND plane. The precipitate particles are seen as bright spots and appear to be aligned along the rolling direction.

![Fig. 4.2. Back scatter images taken by the scanning electron microscope. Left: The RD-ND plane of the AA1050 alloy annealed for 2000s. At this point the material is only partly recrystallized. Right: RD-ND plane of the AA1050 alloy annealed for 10000s corresponding to approx. 90% recrystallization. The particles are seen as bright spots in the images and appear to be aligned in the rolling (horizontal) direction. The images are taken with a magnification of 1000x, and the white scale bar at the bottom of the images corresponds to 10 µm.](image)

4.2.3 EBSD result

The three most important sample parameters for the study of recrystallization kinetics at the 3DXRD microscope are 1) the duration of the entire recrystallization process, 2) the final grain sizes and 3) the mosaic spread of the recrystallized grains. The easiest way of obtaining this kind of information is to use the electron back scattering diffraction technique (EBSD) [49].

4.2.3.1 Growth behaviour

First the growth behaviour of the samples was examined to look for any anisotropic growth. Earlier studies of the same material cold rolled 90% and an-

![Fig. 4.3. EBSD orientation map of the RD-ND plane of the AA1050 alloy annealed at 270°C for 800 seconds. The nuclei appear to be equiaxed. The thin dark lines correspond to a 1° misorientation and the thick black lines correspond to 15° misorientations.](image)
nealed at 280°C have found a slight growth advantage in the rolling direction, resulting in an aspect ratio of the grain diameter (RD/ND) of 1.4 [44]. To test these findings two samples, cut to expose the RD-ND and RD-TD plane, respectively, were annealed for 800s at 270°C and examined by EBSD. An example of the measured orientation maps is shown in Fig. 4.3. No notably differences in the aspect ratios of the grains were observed and spherical growth is assumed in the further data analysis. Based on the EBSD maps the mosaic spread of the recrystallized grains was found to be less than 0.5°, which is the angular resolution of the EBSD technique. It was later found, by using the 3DXRD microscope, that the mosaic spread of the recrystallized grains were actually less than 0.05°.

Fig. 4.4. Microstructure evolution of the AA1050 aluminium alloy as studied by the EBSD. The orientation maps are measured on the RD-ND planes and correspond to annealing times of a) 2000s, b) 4000s, c) 8000s and d) 10800s. Thin lines correspond to misorientations of more than 1° and thick lines to misorientations of more than 15°. The colour scheme used is arbitrarily and differs from image to image. Notice the different scale bars of the images.
4.2.3.2 Microstructure evolution

To supplement the data from the optical microscope (Fig. 4.1) the microstructure evolution was studied as a function of annealing time by EBSD. This was done by preparing a number of samples annealed for different periods. Two different furnaces were used for these heat treatments; a standard laboratory oil bath and the synchrotron furnace. The use of different furnaces was done in order to check the absolute temperature readings of the synchrotron furnace. Inspections of orientation maps from samples annealed for the same period of time, but using the different furnaces, did not reveal any notable differences. Based on this it was concluded that the absolute temperature readings of the synchrotron were correct. The transformation from a deformed microstructure to a nearly full recrystallized microstructure is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 by some of the measured orientation maps.

4.2.3.3 Recrystallized volume fractions

The recrystallized volume fractions were extracted from the EBSD map according to the method suggested by Krieger Lassen and Juul Jensen [50]. By specifying a maximum misorientation angle (0.75°) allowed inside a grain and a minimum “safe” grain size (10 µm²) chosen such that grains above this size are certain to be new recrystallized grains, an EBSD pattern quality threshold for recrystallized regions was determined based on the measured data. The data was then re-examined using the misorientation angle, a minimum grain size (4 µm²) and the pattern quality threshold to identify the recrystallized grains. The result of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 4.5 where the volume fraction recrystallized ($V_r$) is plotted as a function of annealing time.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4.5.** Evolution of the volume fraction recrystallized ($V_r$) as a function of annealing time. To the left is plotted the measured values of $V_r$ vs. time and to the right an Avrami plot [51,52] of the same data is shown. Circles represent data obtained using the oil bath, while squares represent data obtained using the synchrotron furnace. The solid black line is a fit of the Avrami equation (Eq. 4-1) to all of the data. The cyan dash-dotted line and the blue dotted line are fit of the Avrami equation to the initial and final stages, respectively.

The $V_r$ vs. annealing time relationship is usually described by the Avrami equation
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\[ V_v = 1 - \exp(-B t^k) \] 

Eq. 4-1

where \( t \) is the annealing time and \( B \) and \( k \) are constants describing the recrystallization kinetics. The exponent \( k \) is normally referred to as the Avrami exponent. The solid black line plotted in Fig. 4.5 is a fit of the Avrami equation (Eq. 4-1) to the data. In the right part of Fig. 4.5 the same data is plotted in a form that is normally referred to as an Avrami plot [51,52] or a Johnson plot [53]. The Avrami exponent \( k \) is then given by the slope of a straight line. From the plots shown in Fig. 4.5 it is evident that the simple Avrami equation cannot describe the entire evolution of the volume fraction recrystallized. This finding is not exceptional, deviations from the Avrami equation are frequently reported in the literature, e.g. [54]. However in most cases the Avrami plot of the \( V_v \) vs. \( t \) behaviour has a downward convex form, with the data deviating from the straight-line behaviour at the later annealing times. The more upward concave form found in this study, has only been reported once before in the literature by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen [48]. They have previously made studies on exactly the same material annealed at temperatures ranging from 245°C to 280°C, and have found a similar behaviour using linear intercept measurements with the EBSD. Following their data analysis, the current data was described using two sets of Avrami constants. The first set was found by fitting the Avrami equation to the first four data points, and the second set was found by fitting the Avrami equation to the last six data points. The obtained Avrami constants are listed in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>( k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entire data set</td>
<td>3.4 \times 10^{-7}</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First part (( t \leq 4000 \text{s} ))</td>
<td>9.8 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last part (( t \geq 4000 \text{s} ))</td>
<td>3.1 \times 10^{-8}</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Avrami constants obtained by fitting the Avrami equation to the data in Fig.4.5.

The investigation of the volume fractions recrystallized shows that using an annealing temperature of 270°C results in a fully recrystallized sample after approximately 3-4 hours. This appears to be a reasonable time scale for an in-situ synchrotron experiment.

4.2.3.4 Final grain sizes

Having established the mosaic spread of the grains and the duration time for full recrystallization, the last parameter needed for an investigation of the recrystallization kinetics using the 3DXRD microscope is an estimate of the final grain sizes of the recrystallized grains. This information was obtained from a large EBSD orientation map of the RD-ND plane of a fully recrystallized sample, which has been annealed for 76 hours at 270°C (see Fig. 4.6.). Using a minimum grain size of 1 pixel (5x5 µm²) and a minimum misorientation angle of 0.75° the mean grain area of a plane of polish is found to 204.8 µm². Assuming spherical grain shapes this gives an estimated mean grain diameter of
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\[
\text{diameter} = \frac{4 \cdot 2 \cdot \sqrt{\text{area}}}{\pi} = \frac{8 \cdot \sqrt{204.8 \mu m^2}}{\pi \sqrt{\pi}} = 20.6 \mu m \text{ Eq. 4-2}
\]

where the bar refers to mean values and the stereological factor \((4/\pi)\) converts the measured mean 2-dimensional diameter into an estimated mean 3-dimensional diameter [28].

**Fig. 4.6.** Large orientation map used for grain size determination. The thick black lines indicate a misorientation angle of more than 15 degrees.

### 4.3 3DXRD results

Two experimental investigations of the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 alloy using the 3DXRD microscope has been carried out. The first experiment was done in December 1998, while the 3DXRD microscope was still under construction. For the first time detailed information on the nucleation and growth kinetics of individual bulk grains was followed *in-situ* [A3]. Unfortunately, the majority of the measured data had to be discarded due to instability problems of the instrument at this early stage. Only a few grains were found to be valid, but the details of these few grains provided completely new insight to the mechanisms of the recrystallization process in the AA1050 alloy [A3]. A new experiment aimed at examining the orientation dependence of the recrystallization kinetics was subsequently planned. This second experiment was carried out in February 2001 and resulted in 244 valid grains [A4].

In this section data from both experiments will be presented, looking both at the information provided by the individual growth curves and by a statistical description of the overall recrystallization parameters. Finally the orientation dependency on the recrystallization kinetics will be investigated, with particular focus on the *cube* orientation [A4].

#### 4.3.1 Experimental

The set-up used in the experiments was similar to that described in section 3.1*. The experimental parameters for the two experiments are listed in table 4.3. For

---

* For the December 1998 experiment the validation routines and data analysis were slightly different than what is described in chapter 3. See [lauridsen] for details.
the December 1998 experiment only one sample was investigated, whereas in the February 2001 experiment in total four samples were investigated.

Table 4.3. Parameters used for the experimental investigations of the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 using the 3DXRD microscope technique described in chapter 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental parameters used at the 3DXRD microscope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>December 1998 experiment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal gauge volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation gauge volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured Debye-Scherrer rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample orientation (x,y,z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillation range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annealing time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **February 2001 experiment**                      |
| X-ray energy                                       | 50 keV                                  |
| Normal gauge volume                                 | 100 µm × 100 µm × 1000 µm                |
| Validation gauge volume                            | 140 µm × 140 µm × 1000 µm                |
| Annealing temperature                              | 270°C                                   |
| Measured Debye-Scherrer rings                       | {111}, {200}, {220} and {311}          |
| Sample B1                                           |
| Sample orientation (x,y,z)                          | TD, ND, RD                               |
| Omega positions                                     | -1.0°, -0.5°, 0.0°, 0.5°, and 1.0°       |
| Oscillation range                                   | 0.5°                                    |
| Exposure times                                      | 1s, 4s, and 10s                         |
| Total annealing time                                | 220 minutes                              |
| Sample B2                                           |
| Sample orientation (x,y,z)                          | TD, ND, RD                               |
| Omega positions                                     | -0.5°, 0.0°, and 0.5°                   |
| Oscillation range                                   | 0.5°                                    |
| Exposure times                                      | 1s, 4s, and 10s                         |
| Total annealing time                                | 178 minutes                              |
| Sample B3                                           |
| Sample orientation (x,y,z)                          | TD, ND, RD                               |
| Omega positions                                     | -0.5°, -0.25°, 0.0°, 0.25°, and 0.5°    |
| Oscillation range                                   | 0.25°                                   |
| Exposure times                                      | 1s, 2s, and 5s                          |
| Total annealing time                                | 178 minutes                              |
Sample B4
Sample orientation (x,y,z) TD,ND,RD
Omega positions -0.5°,0.0°, and 0.5°
Oscillation range 0.5°
Exposure times 2s
Total annealing time 34 minutes

For the February 2001 experiment aluminium absorbers of various thickness had to be inserted into the direct beam in order to avoid saturation of the detector. The measured background corrected images were subsequently scaled according to the amount of absorber.

As mentioned above one of the main tasks for the February 2001 experiment was to look for orientation dependencies of the growth behaviour, especially with regard to the cube orientation \{100\}<001>. Based on an examination of the positions of the cube component in the \{111\}, \{200\}, \{220\} and \{311\} pole figures it was decided to focus on a small region around the RD-axis in the pole figure. As seen in Fig. 3.6 this corresponds to mounting the samples with the TD-direction along the x-axis (parallel to the x-ray beam), the ND-direction along the y-axis and the RD-direction along the z-axis. Comparing the trace in the pole figure (see Fig. 3.6) with the positions of the poles of the cube component (see Fig. 3.7), it is seen that 2 out of 3 poles in the \{200\} pole figure and 2 out of 6 poles in the \{220\} pole figure are covered with this set-up. In addition also grains belonging to the three rolling components (Br \{110\}<112>, S \{123\}<634> and Cu \{112\}<111>), as well as other (“random”) orientations, could be detected on all of the four measured Debye-Scherrer rings.

As seen in table 4.3, the experimental parameters were varied slightly from sample to sample. This was done to allow for studies of different aspects of the recrystallization process. Samples B1 and B3 were studied using a relatively high number of omega positions resulting in a large number of grains at the expense of a lower time resolution. A large number of grains are essential for a statistical analysis of the growth kinetics. Whereas the main purpose for sample B4 was to make a detailed study of the initial stages of the recrystallization process. Therefore in this case only one effective \(\omega\)-setting was used (two positions are used for validation) and only one exposure time, which lead to a time resolution as high as two data points per minute.

Based on the estimated grain size (see section 4.2.3.4) the dimensions of the gauge volume were chosen such that the fraction of surface grains was negligible (approximately 6%).

The February 2001 experiment was performed before the indexing part of the GRAINDEX program (see section 2.2.4) was fully developed. It was therefore decided to use the orientation information available from just one diffraction peak as explained in section 3.1.3. Using this approach the data was grouped into three different texture groups; cube orientations, rolling orientations, defined by Br, S and Cu, and other orientations.

4.3.2 ODF measurements

For each sample full pole figures where measured before the onset of annealing and again at the end of the annealing period using a gauge volume of 140 \(\mu m\) \(\times\) 140 \(\mu m\) \(\times\) 1000 \(\mu m\). From the measured pole figures corresponding orientation distribution functions (ODFs), showing the distribution of orientations in Euler space, were calculated [55]. An example of the measured ODFs before and after recrystallization is shown in Fig. 4.7 for sample B2. Due to the cubic crystal
symmetry and the orthorhombic sample symmetry only a subset of Euler space is needed, namely $\phi_1 \in [0^\circ-90^\circ]$, $\Phi \in [0^\circ-90^\circ]$, and $\phi_2 \in [0^\circ-90^\circ]$ [17]. Before the annealing the sample possess a typical rolling texture (upper part of Fig. 4.7) with main components being the Br {110}<112>, S {123}<634> and Cu {112}<111> [56]. After annealing the texture of the sample is substantially altered. Some rolling texture still remains, but in addition a cube texture {100}<001> has emerged. The calculated volume fractions of the different texture components derived from the ODFs are listed in table 4.3. The procedure used for calculation of the volume fractions is described in [57].

**Table 4.4. Estimated volume fraction based on the ODFs in Fig. 4.7. A 15° deviation from the ideal texture components has been used to define the texture classes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before annealing</th>
<th>After annealing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Br {110}&lt;112&gt;</td>
<td>17.6 %</td>
<td>9.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S [58]&lt;634&gt;</td>
<td>39.5 %</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu {112}&lt;111&gt;</td>
<td>14.0 %</td>
<td>8.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling total</td>
<td>71.1 %</td>
<td>39.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube {100}&lt;001&gt;</td>
<td>0.9 %</td>
<td>4.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>28.0 %</td>
<td>55.2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4.7. Calculated orientation distributions (ODFs) for the B2 sample based on the full \{111\}, \{220\}, and \{220\} pole figures measured at the 3DXRD microscope. Top: Initial rolling texture before annealing. Bottom: Recrystallization texture after annealing. Notice the appearance of the cube texture component located in the corners of the $\phi_2 = 0^\circ$ and $\phi_2 = 90^\circ$ sections after annealing.
4.3.3 Individual growth curves

For the very first time, it has become possible to look inside thick samples and follow the recrystallization kinetics of the individual nuclei/grains directly while it happens. This has lead to a number of new findings, some which support existing theories and some, which challenge existing theories. In the following, the focus will be on the new findings that can be extracted from the individual growth curves. The data presented in this section is from the December 1998 experiment. As the results are described in detail in Lauridsen et al. (2000) [A3], I will summarize these by quotations from the publication.

4.3.3.1 Nucleation

6 valid grains (randomly picked) were analysed from the December 1998 experiment due to instability problems of the 3DXRD microscope. These 6 grains do, however, yield valuable new information on the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 alloy as will become clear in the following.

“Focusing first on the nucleation part, the kinetics during the initial 2400 seconds is shown in Fig. 4.8. The noise limit for observing the nuclei is seen to be $R \approx 1 \mu m$, comparable to the nuclei size found by microscopy techniques [37]. Defining the nucleation time $t_{nuc}$ by $R(t_{nuc}) = 1.3 \mu m$, (slightly above our detection limit) immediate nucleation is seen to take place for grain # 1, 2, while the others are retarded by $t_{nuc} = 300, 1860, 900$ and $600$ seconds for grains 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The observation of such an incubation period $t_{nuc}$ of up to more than 15% of the total recrystallization time is a new finding. As the material is only 99.5% pure aluminium and contains large FeAl$_3$ particles which stimulates nucleation [25], instantaneous nucleation without incubation is generally assumed in models. Within the limits of the technique, the nuclei are found to be perfect crystals with no mosaicity from the beginning, that is with no spread along $\eta$.” from [A3].

Fig. 4.8. The initial evolution of the 6 grains from the December 1998 experiment. The grains are labelled grain #1 (○), #2 (○), #3 (▼), #4 (▼), #5 (□), and #6 (□). In the left part is shown the grain volume and in the right the equivalent grain radius. From [A3].

4.3.3.2 Growth

“Turning next to the actual growth of the nuclei, the kinetics for the whole process is plotted as $R(t)$ and as the growth velocity $G = dR/dt$ in Fig. 4.9. Also included in Fig. 4.9 is a curve of the overall average growth rate determined based on EBSD data. Linear intercept grain size values determined by EBSD in a series of partly recrystallized samples are converted to equivalent circle diameter values and $dR/dt$ is calculated. As can be seen in Fig. 4.9 the synchro-
tron results and the EBSD results are of the same order of magnitude. That the two sets of results do not agree perfectly may be ascribed to variations in growth rate from nucleus to nucleus, which relate both to the orientation of the nucleus and to the local surroundings which change in space as well as in time as the nucleus grows. Furthermore, from the figure it is clear that there are large fluctuations in growth rates both within and between the 6 different synchrotron curves. Notice in particular the growth velocity of nucleus #5, which at its maximum is 0.0061 mm/second, 1 order of magnitude above the average. In interpreting the curves in Fig. 4.9, it is essential to remember that the synchrotron data represent the movement of the total (free plus impinged) surface area. This is particularly important at longer annealing times where the impingement between nuclei is significant. Fig. 4.9 shows that even, for \( t < 2000 \) seconds – where \( V_V \leq 0.15 \), there are large fluctuations from nucleus to nucleus and as a function of time.

Another interesting feature is the abrupt disappearance of nucleus #4 around \( t = 6000 \) when it has reached a size of \( R = 2.5 \) µm. (The scatter in the data for \( t > 6000 \) reflects the background noise for the short acquisition time –by direct inspection of the images no trace of the grain is found.) Optical microscopy revealed that annealing of a sample at 270°C for a very extended period of time (\( t > 120h \)) does not lead to significant grain growth. The disappearance of nucleus #4 is therefore believed to be a local discrete grain growth phenomenon and not a consequence of standard “macroscopic” grain growth.” from [A3].

**Fig. 4.9. The full evolution of the 6 grains from the December 1998 experiment: grain #1 ( ), #2 ( ), #3 ( ), #4 ( ), #5 ( ), and #6 ( ).**

Left is shown the equivalent sphere radius \( R_{grain} \) and right – for the first 2400 seconds – \( G_{grain} = dR_{grain}/dt \). The data were smoothed before differentiation. Also shown are EBSD results (straight line) for the average growth velocity for all grains. From [A3].

### 4.3.4 Overall recrystallization process

To obtain sufficient data for a investigation of the overall recrystallization process of the AA1050 alloy a second experiment was performed in February 2001 [A4]. From this experiment 244 grains were analysed allowing for a statistical analysis of the parameters describing the overall recrystallization process.

#### 4.3.4.1 Nucleation times

Due to the difficulties of measuring nucleation rates using standard characterization techniques [59], all existing recrystallization models are based on assumptions about the nucleation kinetics [51-53,60,61]. Typically site-saturation, meaning that all nuclei are pre-existing and start growing at \( t=0 \), or constant
nucleation rates are assumed. As noted above, site-saturation is normally assumed for aluminium alloys containing large particles like the AA1050 alloy.

The 3DXRD microscope provides an experimental tool for determining the real nucleation rate without the necessity of underlying assumptions. Using the same approach as described in sec. 4.3.3.1 the nucleation times were determined for all 244 analysed grains. The result is shown in Fig. 4.10. From the distribution of nucleation times it is clear that the majority of the nuclei nucleate within the very early stage of the recrystallization as would have been assumed for the AA1050 alloy [62]. There are, however, a number of nuclei with nucleation times as large as up to 75 minutes, corresponding to $V = 0.35$ (cf. Fig 4.5). Hence, the data shows that the nucleation mechanism of the AA1050 alloy is not as simple as the site-saturation mechanism normally assumed for this type of alloy [25]. Based on such distributions the nucleation rate as a function of time can easily be derived.

![Fig. 4.10](image)

*Fig. 4.10. The 3DXRD allows for the first time direct measurements of the nucleation rate as a function of time. Shown here is the distribution of nucleation times measured for the AA1050 alloy. The nucleation time is determined as the time when the radius of the nucleus is $1.3 \, \mu m$. The distribution shows that the nucleation mechanism of the AA1050 alloy is not as simple as the site-saturation mechanism normally assumed for this type of alloy [25].*

### 4.3.4.2 Grain sizes

Another important parameter describing the recrystallization process is the final recrystallized grain sizes. Distributions of grain sizes are normally derived from inspections of planar sections resulting in a 2-dimensional grain size (area) distribution. Based on this 2-dimensional distribution, an estimated 3-dimensional grain size (volume) distribution can derived using various assumptions regarding grain size and grain shape [28]. Real 3-dimensional grain size (volume) distributions have so far only been obtainable by serial sectioning of the sample. This procedure is, however, very labour intensive and will eventually transform the sample into a pile of dust. With the 3DXRD microscope 3-dimensional grain size (volume) distributions can be derived non-destructively from the measured growth curves of the individual grains. Using Eq. 3-5 the measured intensities at a given annealing time can be transformed into a corresponding grain volume distribution. Assuming spherical growth this measured grain vol-
ume distribution can be transformed into an equivalent grain diameter distribution. In Fig. 4.11 such an equivalent grain diameter distribution is shown after 175 minutes annealing. At this stage the AA1050 alloy is approximately 90% recrystallized (cf. Fig. 4.5). The mean equivalent grain diameter at this stage is found to be 17 µm. Keeping in mind that the value of 17 mm is for 90% recrystallized, we can compare this with the value of 20.6 µm measured on a 100% recrystallized sample by converting the measured average grain area measured on a plane of polish into an estimated average 3-dimensional grain size. Taken into account fact that the latter value is obtained indirectly using a number of assumptions [28] and that the orientation map used for the determination of the average 2-dimensional grain size had a grid size of 5 µm (cf. Fig. 4.6) preventing smaller grain areas to be detected, the obtained value if 17 µm seems reasonable.

Fig. 4.11. 3-dimensional grain size distribution of the AA1050 alloy after annealing for 175 minutes at 270 °C (= 90% recrystallized). The measured grain volumes have been transformed into equivalent sphere diameters. The reason that this distribution is based on 197 grains, and not 244 as in Fig. 4.10, is simply that only 3 out of the 4 measured samples were annealed for more than 180 minutes (cf. table 4.3)

Unlike static measurement techniques such as standard microscopy techniques, which are only capable of taking a snapshot of the microstructure, the 3DXRD microscope also provides information on the evolution of the grain size distribution. An example of this showing the evolution of the mean grain size as a function of annealing time will be given in sec 4.3.5.4.

4.3.4.3 Growth rates

Apart from the nucleation rate, discussed above, modelling of recrystallization kinetics also includes the growth rate(s) of the nuclei [51-53,60,61]. These are typically measured by linear intercept methods on a series of partly recrystallized samples using the EBSD as described in [45] resulting in an overall average growth rate. That the use of overall average growth rates is a gross oversimplification of the actual growth process is clearly demonstrated by the growth curves shown in Fig. 4.9 revealing a wide variation in the growth behaviour between the individual grains as well as for the individual grains themselves.
From the individual growth curves measured by the 3DXRD microscope the growth rates of the individual grains can be determined. This results in a distribution of growth rates compared to the overall average growth rate determined by the linear intercept method. The procedure used to obtain the growth rate from the individual growth curves is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The growth rate of a grain after a given time \( t \) of growth is determined by first transforming the grain volumes into equivalent grain radii assuming spherical growth. Then the gradient of the radius curve is determined by a linear fit to the neighbourhood of \( R(t + t_{\text{nu}}) \), where \( t_{\text{nu}} \) is the nucleation time determined as described in sec 4.3.3.1.

![Fig. 4.12. Illustration of the procedure used for determination of growth rates from the individual growth curves. To the left is shown an example of the volume growth of an individual grain, and to the right the equivalent sphere radius is shown. The growth rate of a grain after having grown for a time, \( t \), is given by the gradient to the radius curve at the time \( t + t_{\text{nu}} \), where \( t_{\text{nu}} \) is the nucleation time as described in section 4.3.3.1. The gradient is determined by a linear fit to the neighbourhood of \( R(t + t_{\text{nu}}) \).](image)

Using this procedure the growth rates of the grains can be determined at time during the annealing. An example of the evolution of the determined growth rate distribution is shown in Fig. 4.13 for \( t = 600s, 1200s, 2400s \) and \( 9000s \) corresponding to the sample being approximately 10%, 15%, 20% and 70% recrystallized, respectively. A number of conclusions can be made by examining the data shown in Fig. 4.13. First of all it is evident that there exist a distribution of growth rates, all grains do not grow with the same speed. This is not so surprising considering the heterogeneity of the deformed matrix, but has so far been impossible to measure with conventional techniques. What is also seen is that the shape of the growth rate distribution changes as a function of annealing time. In the beginning the distribution of growth rates is very broad, but as times goes it sharpens and its maximum moves towards low growth rates. The main mechanism responsible for this behaviour is impingement between the grains. As mentioned in section 4.3.3.2 one has to remember that the used technique does not provide any information on the spatial distribution of the nuclei. Thus, no information is available on when the grains start to impinge with one another. This means that the measured growth rate is the mean value for the entire grain boundary, impinged as well as un-impinged. As a consequence the measured growth rate of an individual grain will start to decrease when the grain begin to impinge with the neighbouring grains. Another mechanism, which might contribute to the observed shift in the growth rate distribution, is
changes in the driving force for the grain boundary migration. This is for instance the case if concurrent recovery takes place during the annealing. During recovery annihilation and rearrangement of the dislocations in the deformed matrix occurs and thereby lowers the driving force for the grain boundary migration.

Real “free to grow” growth rates can, however, be extracted from the earliest stages of the annealing under the assumption that the degree of impingement is small and can be neglected. Hence, the distribution shown in Fig. 4.13a may be taken as the real “free to grow” growth rate distribution.

The procedure used for obtaining growth rate distributions outlined above assumes that the growth rate \( \frac{dR}{dt} \) is independent of the grain size. To a first approach this may be a reasonable assumption for the migration of high angle boundaries during recrystallization. There are on the other hand examples of annealing processes where this is not the case, like for example in secondary recrystallization (also known as grain growth) where the growth rate is given by \( \frac{dR}{dt} \propto \frac{1}{R} \) \[25\]. To test the assumption used for the growth rate determination the cross-correlation \[20\] between the derived growth rates and the corresponding grain sizes was investigated. The result of the analysis revealed that there is a small, but not negligible, correlation between the derived growth rates and the corresponding grain sizes. This small correlation is, however, not sufficient to account for the observed distribution of growth rates. Hence, the measured growth rate distribution is not only a grain size effect, but reflect the unique growth behaviour of the individual grains.

![Fig. 4.13. Distributions of growth rates measured by the 3DXRD microscope. Shown are the growth rate distribution after A) 600s, B) 1200s, C) 2400s and D) 9000s minutes of growth corresponding to approximately 10%, 15%, 20% and 70% recrystallization. The change in the growth rate distribution as a function annealing time is mainly due to increasing impingement between the grains. Due to the limited degree of impingement in the initial stages of the recrystallization process, the distribution shown in A) may be taken as the real “free to grow” growth rate distribution.](image)
4.3.5 Orientation dependencies

Up on till now we have looked at the recrystalization kinetics of all the grains regardless of the orientation of the individual grains. It has, however, long been recognized that the recrystallization kinetics may to a large extent be orientation dependent, either in case of oriented nucleation or in the case of oriented growth [63]. Previous investigations of the same AA1050 alloy annealed at 280°C, done by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen using EBSD, has found that grains having cube orientation on average grow approximately 1.5 times faster than other orientations [47]. A more recent study of the AA1050 alloy by the same authors using lower annealing temperatures do not show a growth advantage for the cube grains [48]. Why this discrepancy between high and low annealing temperatures is observed is still not well understood.

With the aim of contributing to a better understanding of the orientation dependence on the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 alloy, the results presented above are re-examined using the orientation information of the individual grains (see sec. 3.1.3). The number of grains belonging to the three chosen texture groups is listed in table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Result of orientation analysis of the 244 grains analysed. A 10° deviation were allowed from the ideal positions of the standard components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Texture group</th>
<th>Number of grains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cube orientation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling orientations (Br, S, and Cu)</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other orientations</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>244</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.5.1 Individual growth curves

In section 4.3.3.2 it was found that there is a large variation in the growth curves of the individual grains. One way to explain this would be if all grains belonging to the same texture component shows the same growth behaviour. The observed variation in growth behaviour could then be ascribed to the presence of different texture components. To test whether this is the case the measured growth curves of all the observed cube grains (14 grains) were plotted together in Fig. 4.14. The plot clearly shows that even within the same texture component substantial variations in the recrystallization kinetics are present. This demonstrates that the growth kinetics of the individual grains is not simply given by their orientation and stresses the importance of understanding the influence of the heterogeneity of the deformed microstructure on the growth kinetics of the individual grains [A4].
Fig. 4.14. Growth curves of all the 14 observed cube grains. From the plot it is clearly seen that even within the same texture component a large variation in growth behaviour is observed. Hence, the growth behaviour of the individual grains is substantially influenced by their local surroundings. The length of the growth curves differs from grains to grains due to the different annealing times of the four samples and that fact that some of the grains eventually grow outside the gauge volume or saturates the detector.

4.3.5.2 Nucleation times

In section 4.3.4.1 it was found that the majority of the nuclei nucleated in the very early stages of the recrystallization process. There were, however, a number of grains with considerable longer nucleation times. This begs the question “Do these “late” grains belong to any specific texture group?”. To answer this question the data from Fig. 4.10 where grouped according to the orientation of the grains. The result is shown in Fig. 4.15. No clear conclusion can be drawn from the data in Figure 4.15. We see that “late” grains are found both among the rolling orientations and the other orientations. Whether the absence of “late” grains among the cube orientations is due to limited statistics, or whether it is due to a special nucleation mechanism can not be concluded based on the present data.
Fig. 4.15. Investigation of orientation dependency on the nucleation times. The data from Fig. 4.10 has been grouped into three texture groups; cube, rolling and other. No notable difference is seen in the nucleation behaviour of the different texture groups. The frequency shown on the y-axis is the total number of grains, hence the sum of the three distributions gives the distribution shown in Fig. 4.10.

To check the consistency of the conclusions made by a visual inspection of the data shown in Fig. 4.15, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [20] was applied to the data. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used to check whether two sets of data are drawn from the same distribution. The starting hypothesis of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is that the two compared data sets are drawn from the same distribution. The test then returns the probability of the starting hypothesis being true, where values close to one mean the datasets most likely are similar and values close to zero mean that there is very little probability for the two datasets being similar. Using this test on the nucleation data obtained for the AA1050 alloy showed that there is no significant difference in the three distributions shown in Fig. 4.15, confirming what was concluded from the visual inspection. This is further supported by the mean values of the three distributions being 7 minutes for the cube grains, and 9 minutes for the rolling grains and other grains. The slightly lower value for the cube grains is most likely due to the poor statistic.

4.3.5.3 Grain sizes

The measurement of grain sizes is a very direct way of characterizing the microstructure. Unfortunately the details of the underlying recrystallization kinetics cannot be derived from grain size measurements only. Depending on the spatial distribution of nucleation sites, the nucleation rate and the growth rates, materials with quite different recrystallization kinetics might end up with the same grain size distribution. Nonetheless, the recrystallized grain size distribution, and the associated texture distribution, is of major importance for the macroscopic properties of the material [64].
In section 4.3.2 investigation of the final recrystallization texture showed that it was dominated by the cube texture and the rolling texture. To check if this finding has anything to do with the final grain sizes the orientation dependence of the grain size was investigated. The result of the investigation is shown in Fig. 4.16. It is immediately seen that there is a significant spread in the final grain size within each texture group reflecting the observed large variations in growth behaviour. In addition to this there is also a significant difference in the shape of the final grain size distribution between the different texture groups. This observation is also supported by the result of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis.

![Fig. 4.16. Investigation of orientation dependency of the final grain sizes. A clear difference is observed between rolling grains and other grains.](image)

Earlier studies of this AA1050 alloy [44] annealed at 280°C have found that the average final cube grain size is 1.4 times larger than that of other grains, and 1.7 times larger than rolling grains. To compare the present data with these findings, the mean grain size versus annealing time is plotted in Fig. 4.17 for all of the grains, as well as the individual texture groups. From the figure it is seen also in this case that the average cube grain size does end up being bigger than other grains by a factor of 1.3 in nice agreement with the previous study. On the other hand, the average rolling grain size does end up being similar to that of the cube grains in disagreement with the previous result. It should be noted that the two studies were performed at two different annealing temperatures.
4.3.5.4 Growth rates

The larger final grain size of the cube grains found in the previous study mentioned above was found to be due to a growth advantage of the cube grains [44]. This growth advantage was, however, no longer present when the AA1050 alloys was annealed at lower temperatures in the range of 245°C-265°C [48]. The present study was done using the intermediate temperature of 270°C, and as such it is hard to predict whether there will be preferred growth or not.

To test this, the growth rate distribution shown in Fig. 4.13a was re-examined with regard to grain orientations and the result is shown in Fig. 4.18. The limited statistics on the cube grains prevents us from drawing any clear conclusion about preferred growth of the cube grains. The data in Fig. 4.18 in combination with the observation of similar nucleation behaviour (cf. section 4.3.5.2) does, however, indicate that the observed larger average final grain size of the rolling grains compared to the other grains is due to a growth advantage. The reason for this growth advantage and the disagreement with the earlier EBSD results is currently not understood.

Another important feature of the data in Fig. 4.18 is the significant spread in growth rates within the individual texture groups. In view of these results, the use of average growth rates in standard modelling of recrystallization kinetics may be found to be inadequate.
Fig. 4.18. Investigation of preferred growth. The measured growth rates after 600s of growth (see Fig. 4.13A) is grouped according to grain orientation. The average growth rates are: $1.57 \times 10^{-3}$ $\mu$m/s for cube grains, $1.67 \times 10^{-3}$ $\mu$m/s for rolling grains and $1.26 \times 10^{-3}$ $\mu$m/s for other grains. The shapes of the distributions for the rolling grains and other grains are clearly different as is also confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis.

4.3.5.5 Impingement

As mentioned above the present technique does not allow the impingement between grains to be measured directly. Some information on the impingement behaviour can, however, be obtained indirectly by looking at the evolution of growth rate distribution. Assuming that any concurrent recovery going on during the annealing will happen uniformly throughout the sample, any observed differences in the decrease of the average growth rate of the different texture groups may be ascribed to differences in the impingement conditions, hence, to differences in the spatial distribution of the nuclei. In Fig. 4.19 is plotted the evolution of the average measured growth rate of the three different texture groups as a function of time of growth. Apart from the absolute values of the growth rates, the average growth rate of the different texture components seems to decrease in a similar way. This may be interpreted as the spatial distribution of the nuclei belonging to the three different texture groups being similar.
Fig. 4.19. Evolution of the measured mean growth rate for all of the grains, as well as for the 3 texture groups; cube, rolling and other. Apart from the differences in the absolute values, the decrease in the mean growth rate for the 3 texture groups seems to be similar, indicating similar impingement conditions.

4.4 Discussion and outlook

The 3DXRD microscope results presented in this chapter have shown that new detailed information on the recrystallization kinetics of the individual grains can be obtained. Information that could never have been achieved using conventional characterization techniques.

For the AA1050 commercial aluminium alloy investigated this has lead to a number of new findings:

- **Observation of grains having significantly retarded nucleation.** For particle containing alloys, like the AA1050 alloy, particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) is believed to be the primary nucleation mechanism [25]. Particle stimulated nucleation is normally associated with site saturation, hence, the observation of grains having significantly retarded nucleation may indicate the presence of a secondary nucleation mechanism.

- **Fluctuation of growth rates within grains.** The observation of substantial fluctuations in the growth rate of the individual grains (Fig 4.9) point towards the necessity of understanding the influence of the details of the deformed microstructure on the growth the individual nuclei. One explanation for the observed fluctuations could be the effect of orientation pinning as suggested by Juul Jensen [65]. In this case the fluctuations in the growth rate is thought to be due to the continuously changing orientation relationship between the growing grain boundary and the surrounding deformed matrix. When the grain boundary meets orientations similar to its own the mobility of the grain boundary decreases (low angle boundary) and when the grain boundary meets orientations different from its own the mobility increases (high angle boundary) [25].
• Fluctuation of growth rates between individual grains. Also between the individual grains significant fluctuations in the growth rates are observed. As a first attempt this may be explained by the enhanced mobility of specific texture components [66], however, a detailed study of the orientation dependence shows that even within the individual texture components large variations in the growth behaviour is observed (see e.g. Fig 4.14 and Fig 4.15). This may be explained by a combination of the different impingement conditions for the different nuclei and the details of the specific deformed matrix surrounding the individual nuclei. At 90% reduction in thickness, the deformed matrix is heavily subdivided into small μm-sized volume elements of different crystallographic orientations [67]. As both the driving force for recrystallization and the mobility of the recrystallization front may depend on these crystallographic orientations, it seems not surprising that large fluctuations in growth rate are observed between the individual nuclei.

• Observation of similar nucleation behaviour for all three texture groups: cube, rolling and other. Investigations of the orientation dependence of the nucleation behaviour did not reveal any differences due to grain orientation. Information of this kind is not obtainable with any other technique.

• Observed growth advantage of grains having cube and rolling orientations. Investigations of the initial growth rates reveals that cube grains or rolling grains have an average growth advantage of 1.3- and 1.4 times that of other grains, respectively. That cube grains may have growth advantage compared to other (random) orientation has been reported several times before in the literature. This has also been found in a previous study of the AA1050 alloy using an annealing temperature of 280°C [44,47]. The observation that rolling grains also have a growth advantage compared to other grains has not been reported earlier and disagrees with the earlier study [44,47]. Many of the rolling grains were found on the {311} Debye-Scherrer ring, which has a high degree of overlap between the different texture components. To test whether the observed growth advantage of the rolling grains were due to the ambiguousness of the orientation assignment of the {311} reflections, the analysis was repeated excluding these reflections. The remaining rolling grains were, however, still found to have an average growth advantage compared to the other grains. A more plausible explanation may be that rolling grains, unlike cube and other, are nucleating on top of the strong signal from the rolling components of the deformed microstructure. As such it may be more difficult to observe the small rolling grain, and therefore there may be a tendency only to measure the largest rolling grains. This would lead to a measured higher growth rate and grain size. Thus, more tests are necessary to determine whether this observation is real or whether it is an artifact caused by the data processing.

• Evolution of grain size distribution. The presented 3DXRD technique allows for the first time the evolution of the grain size distribution of the same ensemble of grains to be followed in-situ. For the AA1050 alloy this have been used to follow the mean grain size of individual texture groups as a function of annealing time. It is found that grains having cube or rolling orientations end up being significantly larger than grains having other orientations. This may be attributed to the observed growth advantage mentioned above.
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In the following I will try to summarize the results regarding the overall recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 obtained in this study. The investigation of the measured orientation distribution functions (ODFs) showed that the volume fraction of the *cube* orientation changed from virtually nothing to approximately 5% after annealing at 270°C. The other dominating texture components after recrystallization were the *rolling* texture components already present in the as-deformed sample. The following investigation of the measured growth curves of the individual grains showed that the domination of the *cube* and *rolling* textures found in the ODFs might be related to the observed larger mean grain sizes seen for these two texture groups. A larger mean grain size can be obtained by one of the following three mechanisms or a combination of these; 1) early nucleation, 2) higher growth rate, or 3) more favourable impingement conditions. From Fig. 4.15 it was found that the nucleation behaviour for the three texture groups were very similar. Hence, mechanism 1) cannot explained the observed size advantage of the *cube* grains and *rolling* grains. The investigation of the initial growth rate (believed to be the “true” growth rate) revealed that both *cube* grains and *rolling* grains on average have a higher growth rate than other grains. Hence, mechanism 2) might explain the observed size advantage. Finally investigations of the evolution of the average growth rates as a function of time indicate that the impingement conditions are the same for the three texture groups, and as such mechanism 3) does not seem to contribute to the observed size advantage of the *cube* grains and *rolling* grains. Hence, the preferential growth is found to be the main mechanism responsible for the observation of a average size advantage of the *cube* grains and the *rolling* grains in 90% cold-rolled AA1050 commercial purity aluminium when annealed at 270°C.

![Fig. 4.20.](image)

Motivated by the measured growth rate distribution for the AA1050 aluminium alloy the JMAK formalism were reinvestigated and it is shown the implementation of a growth rate distribution into the framework of the JMAK formalism has a drastic impact on the Avrami plot. There is a striking resemblance between the derived plot and the measured data shown in Fig. 4.5.

Another interesting observation derived from the present study relate to the modelling of recrystallization kinetics [A11]. Existing models for recrystallization kinetics, where most of them have their genesis in the models of Kolmogorov, Johnson and Mehl and Avrami (KJMA) [51-53,60], are typically assuming one overall average nucleation rate and one overall average growth rate, or alternatively one average nucleation rate and one average growth rate for each texture components [68]. The results from the 3DXRD microscope do, how-
ever, show that all the grains of the AA1050 alloy have their own kinetics, and no two grains are alike. Hence, the only way to thoroughly describe the overall recrystallization kinetics is by distributions of nucleation rates and growth rates. This was already realized by Gordon and Vandermeer [69] in 1959 but the inability to measure such distributions at that time kept them from pursuing this idea. With the results for the AA1050 alloy presented here renewed motivation for formulating recrystallization models based on distributions both of nucleation and growth rates now exists. A first attempt of incorporating a distribution of growth rates into the KJMA formalism is described in [A11]. Based on an examination of the data on the AA1050 alloy a mathematical description of the growth rate distribution is chosen and incorporated into the KJMA framework with drastic consequences for the Avrami plot as shown in Fig. 4.20. The introduction of growth rate distributions into the KJMA theory results in a deviation from the classical linear appearance in the Avrami plot towards a more upward concave form. The form of the curve shown in Fig. 4.20 has some resemblance with the $V_V$ vs. time plot for the AA1050 alloy shown in Fig. 4.5 and one might speculate that the distribution of growth rates somehow has a profound effect on the recrystallization kinetics of this material.
5 Conclusion

The thesis work has concentrated on the development of a novel 3D X-Ray Diffraction (3DXRD) microscope and its applications to the studies of recrystallization. The 3DXRD microscope is dedicated to 3D structural characterization of thick samples utilizing focused high energy synchrotron radiation (40-100keV). The instrument is located at the Materials Science beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, and is the result of a joint collaboration between Risø National Laboratory and the ESRF.

The three main topics of the thesis have been: 1) the implementation of a so-called tracking technique for 3D characterization using the 3DXRD microscope and the development of a software program, GRAINDEX, for automatic processing of the vast amount of data produced by the tracking technique, 2) the development of a technique capable of measuring the growth kinetics of a large number of individual grains by using the 3DXRD microscope, and 3) the application of this technique to the study of recrystallization kinetics of a commercial purity aluminium alloy. As such, the work has involved instrument development, software development and the application of these to studies of materials science. In the following a summation of the thesis, including previous discussions, will be made and the most important conclusions will be drawn.

5.1 The tracking technique and GRAINDEX software

Several techniques have been developed for 3D characterization of bulk samples using the 3DXRD microscope these are based on: ray-tracing [A1,A2], conical slits [12], and focusing optics [13]. The present thesis work has primarily been concerned with the ray-tracing technique, referred to as tracking. The tracking technique provides a fast and non-destructive tool for 3D characterization of polycrystalline materials with no or limited mosaic spread [A5]. The high acquisition speed of the tracking technique and the use of 2D detectors do, however, result in vast amounts of data impracticable for manual data analysis. Thus, to facilitate the data analysis, an automated data processing software program, termed GRAINDEX, has been developed. Based on ray-tracing of the measured diffraction spots, GRAINDEX is able to identify and index the reflections belonging to the individual grains of a polycrystalline material. The combination of the tracking technique and the GRAINDEX software allows for the position, volume and orientation of hundreds of grains to be determined simultaneously. The obtained information can then be used for further analysis of e.g. single crystal refinement or stress analysis [A2]. For coarse-grained materials the outcome of the GRAINDEX program may be used for construction of 3D maps of grain boundaries and two approaches for obtaining the grain boundary outlines by back-projection of either the periphery or intensity of the diffraction spots have been developed [A2].

Three examples have been presented to illustrate the potential of the tracking concept. The first example, involving grain boundary mapping of a coarse-grained aluminium alloy demonstrates the capability of producing 3D maps of the grain structure. Due to the high speed of the tracking technique, such 3D maps could be used for in-situ studies of for example grain growth [70]. The
second example, involving wetting in Al/Ga systems, illustrates a second use of the tracking concept, namely the initial characterization using the 3DXRD microscope combined with a subsequent investigation by a complementary technique, which in the present case was x-ray microtomography. In the last example, involving grain rotations in aluminium, two different applications of the GRAINDEX program were used in the same experiment. Initially the ray-tracing part is used to locate grains of specific interest, and subsequently the indexing part is used to follow the grain rotation of these selected grains.

In conclusion it has been shown that the tracking technique, in combination with the GRAINDEX software, is a unique tool for 3D investigations of various phenomena in materials science, either as an independent technique or in combination with complementary techniques.

5.2 In-situ measurements of growth kinetics

In addition to the general tracking technique described above, a second technique focusing especially on in-situ measurements of growth kinetics has been presented. Contrary to the tracking technique described above, this technique does not provide any spatial information, but is optimised to the study of growth kinetics of a large number of individual bulk grains with a very high time resolution (several data point per minute). The basic idea of the technique is very simple and based on monitoring the diffracted intensity of a large number of individual grains during annealing. Exploiting the fact that the diffracted intensity can be directly related to the volume of the diffracting grains, a complete measure of the growth kinetics of the individual grains, from the moment they nucleate till they reach their final grain size, can be obtained. Two approaches for correlating the observed growth kinetics with the orientation of the grain has been devised. The first approach is based on the position of a single measured Bragg reflection in the corresponding pole figure. By comparing the position of the reflection in the pole figure with the position of standard texture components, the grain can be assigned to a specific texture class, e.g. cube or rolling [A4]. The second approach consists of combining the technique of measuring growth kinetics with the GRAINDEX software. Hence, initially the growth kinetics, based on a single reflection, is monitored with a high time resolution using the current technique. From time to time a broad $\omega$-scan in performed resulting in the measurement of several reflections from each grain, alternatively this could be done at the end of the experiment. Based on the broad $\omega$-scan the GRAINDEX is used to determine the full orientation of each of the individual grains. Hence, by combining the two techniques full information regarding the growth kinetics as well as the orientation is obtained.

As in the case of the tracking technique, the full potential of the technique for measuring growth kinetics has first become accessible, by the development of a software package for automatic identification of valid reflections and extraction of the corresponding measured growth curves and orientation information.

The technique was developed for studies of recrystallization kinetics in metals and as such it has already been used for several studies [A3,A4]. The prospect of the technique for investigation the effect of processing parameters on the fundamental properties of metallic materials has already attracted the attention from industry, and the results from experiments conducted in collaboration with Alcan International, Banbury and RWTH Aachen is currently being processed. The technique is not restricted to studies of recrystallization kinetics, but can equally well be applied to other scientific areas, like for example phase trans-
formations, and first experiments relating to the phase transformation in steels as a function of temperature or straining have been conducted [43].

The main limitations of the technique is due to peak overlap caused by very high number of grains in the gauge volume or by highly textured samples, which may lead to biasing of the data analysis. Two solutions to this limitation have been suggested. One is to reduce the investigated gauge volume by e.g. a conical slit and thereby reduce the number of reflecting grains. This will ease the analysis at the expense of poorer statistics. The other suggestion is based on a finer $\omega$ sampling. Using a smaller oscillation range, $\Delta\omega$, corresponding to a finer sampling in orientation space, will ease the separation of Bragg reflections from grains having almost similar orientations. The finer $\omega$ sampling will, however, lead to a lower time resolution and/or poorer statistics. With the ongoing development of a continuous acquisition routine based on fast readout detectors, compared to the currently used stepwise acquisition routine, it is, however, most likely that a finer $\omega$ sampling may be possible without compromising the statistics and time resolution.

5.3 Recrystallization kinetics of commercial purity aluminium

The recrystallization kinetics of a commercial purity aluminium alloy (AA1050) cold rolled to 90% thickness reduction and annealed at 270°C has been studied using the technique describe above. Face centred cubic materials of medium to high stacking fault energy, like the AA1050 aluminium alloy, are known to develop a more or less pronounced cube texture during annealing [63]. In spite of many years of intensive studies [71] the mechanisms responsible for the emergence of the cube texture in these kind of alloys is still not understood [72]. Earlier investigations of the same AA1050 aluminium alloy using neutron diffraction has shown that annealing at 280°C leads to a change in the volume fraction of “cube grains” from virtually zero in the as-deformed sample to approximately 10% in the fully recrystallized sample [44]. This has been correlated to an average growth advantage of grains belonging to the cube texture component as compared to grains of “random” orientation determined by linear intercept measurements with the electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) technique [73]. A later study by the same authors, on the same alloy but using lower annealing temperatures (245°C-265°C) did, however, not reveal any growth advantages for the cube grains. The aim of the present investigation was to achieve new information on the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 aluminium alloy to further the understanding of the underlying recrystallization mechanisms.

Two experiments were conducted using the 3DXRD microscope and in total 5 samples were investigated. The first experiment allowed for the first time in-situ observations of the recrystallization kinetics of the individual bulk nuclei/grains. The growth curves of 6 randomly picked grains were measured revealing new details regarding the nucleation and growth behaviour of the AA1050 aluminium alloy, that could never have been obtained by conventional techniques. The aim of the second experiment was to investigate the orientation dependence of the recrystallization kinetics, and in total 244 growth curves were measured. The investigation of the growth curves from the two experiments have resulted in a number of new findings regarding the recrystallization kinetics of the AA1050 aluminium alloy, where the main observations will be summarized in the following.

By investigations of orientation distribution functions (ODFs) based on measurements of complete pole figures before and after annealing the volume frac-
tion of cube grains were found to increase from 0.9% to 4.9% during the annealing. This increase may be attributed to either a higher fraction of nuclei having cube orientations than nuclei of random orientations, normally referred to as oriented nucleation [63], or to a higher average growth rate of cube grains compared to grains having random orientations, normally referred to as oriented growth [63], or to a combination of both. The employed technique did not allow for investigations of oriented nucleation and as such the following discussion will be concentrated on the question of oriented growth as well as on the overall recrystallization process.

The first observation made by examining the measured growth curves is that every grain has its own kinetic, not two growth curves are alike. This observation has a striking contrast to the general assumption used in modelling of recrystallization kinetics that each grain may be represented in the mathematical formulations as an “average” grain [53].

The noise limit for observing the new nuclei was found to be at an equivalent sphere radius (R) approximately 1 µm, comparable to the nuclei size found by microscopy techniques [37]. A distribution of the measured nucleation times revealed that the majority of the nuclei were formed in the initial stages of the recrystallization process ($V_f < 0.1$). There are, however, a number of nuclei (approximately 10%) which nucleate at considerable later stages (up to $V_f \approx 0.35$). For a particle containing alloy like the AA1050 aluminium alloy, particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) is believed to be the primary nucleation mechanism [74]. Particle stimulated nucleation is normally assumed to give rise to site-saturation [48], but the present data indicates that this may not always be the case.

The employed technique does not provide any spatial information on the distribution of the nuclei, hence the impingement conditions for the individual grains are unknown. It may, however, seem reasonable to assume that the growth curves at the early stages of recrystallization, where it may be assumed that impingement can be neglected, reflects the real “free to grow” behaviour. The growth rates derived at these early stages reveals that there is a significant variation in the growth rate of the individual grains as well as between the grains. Investigations of the orientation dependence of the growth rates shows that these variations in growth rates are also found within grains belonging to the same texture component [A4] and stresses the importance of understanding the influence of the in-homogeneity of the deformed microstructure on the growth kinetics of the individual grains.

By comparing the measured growth curves as a function of time, an evolution of the real 3D grain size distribution can be obtained, which is not possible by any other technique. Comparing the average final grain of the three texture groups: cube, rolling, and other, shows that both the cube and rolling grains on averaged are found to be 1.3 times larger than grains having other orientations. A possible explanation for this observed size advantage could either be due to differences in nucleation behaviour, impingement behaviour or growth behaviour. Investigations of the nucleation behaviour of the three different texture groups did not reveal any notably differences. Nor did the indirectly estimated impingement behaviour based on observations of the decrease in the average impingement influenced growth rate. The investigation of the early growth rates did, however, reveal significantly differences between the three texture groups. The average growth rates of the cube and rolling grains were found to be 1.2 and 1.3 times the average growth rate of grains having other orientations, respectively. Thus, based on the present investigation the observation of a larger average grain of the cube and rolling grains is found to be due to a growth advantage (preferred growth [75]).

The absolute values of the determined average initial growth rates of the three texture groups all fall nicely between the values of the Cahn-Hagel growth rates
obtained for T=265°C and T=280°C by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen [48]. Also the observation that the average growth rate for cube grains is 1.2 times the average growth rate of other grains, is consistent with the observation by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen. They find an average growth advantage of cube grains of 1.5 at T=280°C [47], whereas no growth advantage was observed at T=265°C [48]. Also the ratio of 1.3 between the average final recrystallized grain size of the cube grains and other grains in the current study is in nice agreement with the value of 1.4 found by Juul Jensen (1995) [44].

The observed growth and size advantage for the rolling grains is however a new finding, and is in disagreement with the observations of Vandermeer and Juul Jensen [44,47] done at T=280°C. No previous observations of growth or size advantages of rolling grains in similar alloys have been reported. It is my belief that the observed growth and size advantage of the rolling grains found in the present study is the result of a biased data analysis. A possible explanation for such a bias could be the presence of a dominating rolling texture in the initial as-deformed sample. As a consequence new grains belonging to the cube or other texture groups will appear on the Debye-Scherrer ring in regions where the diffracted signal from the deformed microstructure is weak, whereas grains belonging to the rolling texture will form on top of the strong signal from the rolling components of the deformed microstructure. Hence, when identifying valid reflections the small rolling grains may have a tendency to “disappear” in the signal from the deformed microstructure, and thereby only large rolling grains are detected as valid grains leading to an overestimated average growth rate and final grain size. Such biasing can be avoided by reducing the diffracted signal from the deformed microstructure using either a conical slit or a finer oscillation range as explained in section 3.3.

Another interesting observation derived from the present study relate to the modelling of recrystallization kinetics [A11]. Existing models for recrystallization kinetics, where most of them have their genesis in the models of Kolmogorov, Johnson and Mehl and Avrami (KJMA) [51-53,60], are typically assuming one overall average nucleation rate and one overall average growth rate, or alternatively one average nucleation rate and one average growth rate for each texture components [75]. The results from the 3DXRD microscope does, however, show that the only way to thoroughly describe the overall recrystallization kinetics is by distributions of nucleation rates and growth rates. This was already realized by Gordon and Vandermeer in 1959 [69] but the inability of measuring such distributions at that time kept them from pursuing this idea. With the results for the AA1050 alloy presented here renewed motivation for formulating recrystallization models based on distributions of nucleation rates and growth rates now exists. A result of a first attempt of incorporating a distribution of growth rates into the KJMA formalism has been presented [A11]. Based on an examination of the data on the AA1050 alloy a mathematical description of the growth rate distribution is chosen and incorporated into the KJMA formulism with drastically consequences for the Avrami plot. The introduction of growth rate distributions into the KJMA theory results in a deviation from the classical linear appearance in the Avrami plot towards a more upward concave form. A form which has some resemblance with the $V_f$ vs. time plot for the AA1050 alloy found in the present study by EBSD measurements, and which is also found by Vandermeer and Juul Jensen for annealing temperatures in the range of 245°C-280°C [48]. Motivated by this resemblance one might speculate that the distribution of growth rates somehow has a profound effect on the recrystallization kinetics of this material.
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